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WARDEN REPORTS
C~,FLA

Dec

1954 - July 1955

FAKAHATCHEE BAY, FLA
Summers 1957 - 1962
TERR A CEJA, FLORIDA

''42- 44
l

&

l

51- !54
I

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
ll30 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or gen eral area) .....F.aka.ha.t.c.n.~.~.... ~fil.Y. ....................................................... STATE ..........f..l.9.r.l4.~ .........................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES .......6/1.7~.6./2.3...1 .....1.9..5.7..................................
N OTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard ; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentr ations.

D ate ............. 6/17./57...................................................... ..

4:30-8:00pm. Showers. Took on 10.3 gallons gasoline and 2 quarts oil.
Four boats in the vicinity. Counted 960 birds including 9 Spoonbills.

Date .........6./18/5.7............................................ ............ ..

4:45-7:30am. Clear. Most of the birds left the rookery at 5:25am.
4:30-8:30pm. Cloudy. Three boats in the vicinity. .~c~o~
un~t~e~~~~~=
including 9 Spoonbills. Had a friendly visit from t
arsons fr om
near by Fakahatchee Island.
Date .........6./1.9 /5.7..................... .............. ..........................

4:30-7:30am. Clear. Most of the birds left the rookery at 5:27am.
4:30-8:30pm. Cloudy. Took on 5 gallons gasoline and 1 quart oil. Four
boats in the vicinity. Counted 1257 birds including 11 Spoonbills.

D ate .........6./2.0/5.7. ................ ................................. ........ .

4:30-7:30am.
4:30-8 : 30pm.
boats in the
birds landed
of Choko s
was no fied
ate.............

Clear. Most of the birds left the rookery at 5:30am.
Cloudy. Took on
vicinity. Coun~~~~~~~~~~~~~..-~~~~
·on the Island of Fakaha c ee.
Rumor has it that he
o ·t.

.21 ...57.... ............. ........... ............................

4:30-7:30am. Clear. Most of the birds left the rookery at 5:28am.
4:30-a:30pm. Showers. Took on 5 gallons gasolin~ a quart of oil and a flash11gh•
Five boats in the vicinity. Counted 1567 birds including 19 Spoonbills. 76
birds landed on Fakahatchee Island.
D ate ............ 6/22/.5.7...................................................... .

4:30-7:30am. Clear. Most of the birds left the rookery at 5 : 27am.
4:30-8:30pm. Thunder storm with 25-30 mi le an hour winds. Took on 6 gallons
gasoline, l quart oil, 4 shear pins, 1 pliers, 1 screw driver, 1 cotter pin.
19
· and 70 landed on Fakahatchee Island. Had a friendly visit
rom the Anderson boys .

Date ...............6/23/57....... .... .......... ........ .... .......................

4:30-7:30am. Clear . Most of the birds left the
rookery at 5 : 25am. Took on 5 gallons gasoline and
l guart oil. 4:30-8:30 Rain. Counted 1954 birds.
2 M ·3·118-CP

(Use additiona l sheet to avoid crawding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

~ . ../!: . ~ . . .d~. . ..

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 ,Fi~th Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .......... Fakal:u\t.che.e .... B.ay......... .......... ......... ......... .............. STATE. .............. F.lor.ida.................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES............9./2.4~.6./Q.Q.~ .....1.9..5..7.............................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met .w ith; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date............. 6/24/5.7........................................................

4:30-7:30am. Clear.
4:30-8 :30pm. Cloudy. I ' ~~~-;..,~~~-~~~!~l9J:.,.,,.~~--:. .~~Ja+,"~..J, ;,r; ,&Q;.'tr
from Mr. B~Q.2kfield. Two
.r!e v cinity. Counted 2418 birds
i'IiO"! uttfng ,.1 3 ,Spoonbills.
..-----~.... :&.~.::artl:¥~~·~~~~1Y:

.

Date.............6./2.5/.5.7......................................... ........ ....... .

4:30-7:00. Birds left in more of a group.
4:30-8:30pm. Cloudy. Took on five gallons gasolin@ and one quart oil.
Hank Bennet, the Cork Screw warden, went out with me. Counted 2680
birds.
Date............6./2.6 ./57 ....... ..................................................

4:30-7:00am. Most of the birds left in a group.
4:30-8:30pm. Cloudy. Visited by Beryl Thompson of Everglades . Two other
boats in the vicinity. Counted 2090 birds including 21 Spoonbills and
1 Man-a-WaJJ.
...... ,_....~~"'!ll

Date ...........6/28/5.7......................................................... .

4:30-7:00am. Clear.
t:30-S: 30pm. Took on three gallons gasoline . Three boats in the vicinity.
On the wayk bdackC~t.d,,gl.j!~~·~tqwl.~~~~ ..~ ri., ~~:g~~~r~~'"l;l~~~)#;~~.ftS . p e
b ow1 crac e •
6uiitea~v 3 ~ir s ~nc~uuing
Spoonoii~s.

4

~

4~
7

Date........... 6/2.9 /57......................................................... .
Ma ~e two phone calls for

parts for the outboard and had them sent by bus.
4:30-8:30pm. Cloudy. One boat in the vicinity. Took on 11.1 gallons
gasolins and 2 quar8s oil. Counted 2244 birds including 35 8poombills.

Date............6/29/5.7..........................................................

4:30-7:00am. Clear.
4:30-8:30pm. Cloudy.
27 Spoonbills
2M·3 · !56-CP

Counted 2171 birds includi

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

.4 !!!?... dS. ..d~. ...... . . .
......Albin ... R ........Ger..i.sh ..............................

~·

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPO.RT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ..........Fakahat.chee.... Ba:y .................................................. STATE ........... Flar.ida.........................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES.................7./l~.'J./8.,. .....19~.7..........................-···NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date...................7/1/57.. . . . . ............................... ... . . ..........

4:30-7:00am. Clear.
4:30-8:30pm. Cloudy. White Ibis- 2239; La. Heron- 112; Little Blue Heron67; Amer. Eg~et- 25; Cormorant- 62; Spoonbill- 25; Total- 2530. Four
boats in the vicinity.
Date..................7/2/5.7.........................................................

4:30-7:00am. Cloudy.
4:30-8:30pm. Cloudy. White Ibis- 2190; La. Heron- 130; Little Blue Heron72; Amer. Egret- 24; Cormorant- 105; Spoonbill- 32; Pelican- 2; Total- 2555.
An outboard was running around the rookery . It left after he saw me.
Four other boats in the vicinity.
Date..................7./

Q./ '9.7.. . . ...................... ........ .......... .......

4:30-7:00am. Cloudy.
4:30-8:30pm. Cloudy. White Ibis- 2216; La. Heron- 107; Little Blue Heron56; Amer. Egret- 39; Cormonant- 165; Spoonbill- 33; Pelican- 2; Total- 2558 .
The two Pelicans fly over the rookery and chase the birds. Three boats in
the ~icinity . Took on 5 gallons gasoline and 1 quart oil.

Date..................7../4/57..... ...... ................................ .............

4:30-7:00am. Clear.
4:30-8:30pm. Showers. White Ibis- 2148; La . Heron- 85; Little Blue Heron89; Am.er. Egret- 38; Cormorant- 129; Spoonbill-30; Pelican- 2; Total- 2557.
Two small flights of birds left after the Pelicans chased them. Three boats
in the vicinity.

Date..................7./5./57...................... ............................ ......

4:30-7:00am. Clear.

nu

Took on 11.l gallons gasoline and 2 quarts oil.

Date .................7/6/57... ........ ............. . ..............................

4:30-7 : 00am. Showers
4:30-8:30pm. Cloudy. White Ibis- 1870, after sundown two flights of White
Ibis came in with approximately 600 more birds; La. Heron-78; Little
Blue Heron- 52; Am.er. Egret- 29; Cormorantf 81; Spooabill- 27; Pelican2; Total- 2739. Quite a few birds left after the ~elicans chased them.
Five boats in the vicinity.
Date..................7/7./.5.7......................... ...... ......... .................
Each warden sign or initial here:
4:30-7:00am. Clear
~~
h . .'.~
.
4:30-8:30pm. Cloudy. White Ibis-1465; La. H.-62
..................................~....~~...........................
Little Blue H.-41; Amer. Egret-26; Cormorant-83;
Spoonbill-26; Pelican-2; Total-1705
...Alb.in .... a ..... . G.$p.i.sh-················-············2"1·3·118·CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ............ Fakabat.cb.ee ...Bq............................................................. STATE ......... .Flo:riU. ............................................................................. .
INCLUSIVE DATES .....................J.'1.~.....7::::-l~.,.....1~5..7 .............................
NOTE:

. ~~

• f i.' ~-..,~"'"'ti,.... .

' ·;..·.

. , .·~~:.., ~ !

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso,
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per,
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Datc........J..~....7.................................................................... .

Morning; The birds left 15 minutes before sunrise.

'

The birds at the new roost have decreased with o~ about 500 there.
I took on 4. 7 gallons of g
quart
of oil.
Date....... J.:u.ly..... 8.......................................... ........................... .
U.U-s:limt~-&1H!A-ir....roioker,y.

Monning; The birds started leaving at 5:50 with the main bunch leaving at 6:40.
Evening; About 500 birds came
gallons o gasol ne and 1 quart of oil.

ost.

I took on 6

Date........J.ulY......9.................................................................... .

Morning; The birds left at 6:10.
Evening; Abo
ke and 200 t
roost. The birds
came in right over the water and go within 20 ft. of my boat. They don't seem
to be scared of boats.
Date........J.~... .10. .......... .........~ . ......................... ..

Off

Date .......~.aj.y····g······················································ ··· .. ·······

Morning; The birds left at 6:00.
Evening; About 400 birds came int o the rooker,y and 200 to the roost.
on 4.9 galloits gasolirie1liid l qu
r: •
D ate.......~.~.Y......J:.?. ...................... . ................................... ......

I took

Mo1ming; The birds lef t at 6:00.
Evening; About 500 birds cam into the rooker,y and 200 to the roost. I looked
o~er the whol area to see if I coUI
ere al\Y more of the irds were
roosting. Most of the birds seem to be ·staying at the new roost and the rookery.
a
3
6 7
a 7 5 2 I
1
5r 2
27 6 ;
'a t
3

I

a

.Date.......!:T.~ ....l~ . ......... ....... ....... .............. ....... ................

3

I

I

I

Morning; The birds left at 6:00.
Evening; Approximately the same munber of birds.

I

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ................ Fakaha.t che.a .... Bay..............................................STATE............ F.lQr.1.da.......................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES..............7/8..~.7/l.4..t......l~.Q.7 .......................-····NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date............................ 7./$/flJ............... ...... . .......... . . ..........

Morning; Clear

Took on 5 gallons gasoline and 2 quarts oi l.

Date............................7./9/57............................................ ..

Morning ; rain
Evening; Cloudy. White Ibis- 1288; La. Heron- 59; Little Blue Heron43i Amer. Egret- 27; Cormorant- 91; Pelican- 2; Total- 1510. Quite
a few of the birds are still leaving after the Pelicans chase them.
Six boats in the vicinity.

Date............................7./10/57. ..........................................

Morning; Cloudy.
Evening; Cloudy. Number of birds as previousl1stated except for White
Ibis- 1130. Four boats in the Vicinity.

Date...........................7/.11/57. ..........................................

Morning ; Clear. At present the birds are leaving at about 5:55am.
Evening ; Rain. White Ibis- 1153; La. Heron- 71; Little Blue Heron41; Amer. Egret- 29; CQrmorant-78; Total- 1372. The two Pelicans
that had been disCurbing the birds did not appear tonight. Took on
5 gallons gasolill@ and l quart oil. Four boats in the vicinity.
Date...........................7./1.2./5.7. ................ ..........................

Morning; off
Evening; Slight increase in all birds with White Ibis at 1432. No
Pelicans. The Spoonbills arrive after dark and leave after 7;00am.
There is approximately 35 of them every night. Five boats in the
vicinity.
Date..... 7/J..S./57....... .... ........ ............................................ .

Morning; Rain
Evening; Cloudy. Whi te I bis- 1635; La. Heron- 102; Little Blue Heron93; Amer. Egret- 55 Cormorant- 61; Total- 1946. Took on 5 gallons
gasoline and l quart oil. Six boats in the vicinity. Three of these
are outboards and probably .near the area.
camp•./

Date...........................7/14/5.7. ......................... ..... ............

Morning; Clear
Evening; Number of birds as previously stated.
Five boats in the vicinity.

Each warden sign or initi.al here:

..4fte?... .~.~.... ..~~---.. ......Al.bin ....Rl. .... G.er..ish.........................._

2M·3-llll·CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or generaI area ) ............... Fakahatchee
..
. ....Bav'1··············································· STATE. ............... Flarida ........................................... ........................ .
INCLUSIVE DATES........ 7/l.5..~.7./.2.1.,......19..5.7.................................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling;. amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats ~et with; n~mes of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happem~gs; any ~sturbance. of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roostmg, feedmg or nestmg
concentrations.

Date.................. 7/1.5/57................................................... .

Morning; Clear
Evening; Cloudy . White Ibis- 1852; La . Heron- 104; Little Blue
Heron- 114; Amer . Egret- 53; Cormorant- 71; Total- 2194 . Took
on 10 gallons gasoline and 1 quart oil. Four boats in the vicinity .
Date.................7/16/57....................... ..............................

Morning; Cloudy .
Evening; Cloudy. White Ibis- 1890; La . Heron- 105; Little Blue
Heron- 127; Amer . Egret- 51; Cormorant- 50; Total- 2223 . Five
boata in the vicinity.
Date................7/

l .7/ flJ.. .......... . .............. .................... ....

Morning ; Clear
Evening; Cloudy. White Ibis-1987 ; La . Heron- 162 ; Little Blue
Heron- 132; Amer . Egret- 52; Cormorant- 56; Total- 2329 J Five
boats in the vicini ty. Only about five Spoonbills come in a
night now.

Date............... 7/18/57................................. ............ ..........

Off

Date...............7./1.9/5.7.. .....................................................

Morning; Clear
Evening; Cloudy . White Ib is - 2174; La . Heron- 101 ; Lit t le Blue
Heron- 161; :lmer . Egret- 55 ; Cormorant- 68; Total- 2559 . Five
~oats in the Vicinity.
Date.............. 7../

?..Q/.§7....................... .................... ............

Morni ng; Clear
Evening; Cloudy . Wh i te Ib is- 2233 ; La . Heron- 99 ; Little Blue
Heron- 167; Amer. Egret- 56; Cormoraat - 69 ; Total- 2624. Five
Boats in the vicinity. Took on Five gallons gasoline and ene
quart oil .

Date..............7/21/57...................................................... .

Mroning ; Clear
Evening ; Cloudy . Number of birds as previousl
stated except for White Ibis - 2458 . Four boat
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New. York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ........................Fak.aha.t.c.he.e.....B.ay...................................... STATE ................F.lor..i.da....................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES................. 7/22.~.7/2.8~ .....195.7.........................
.
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date................................7./22/57. . ..................................

O:f:f

Date...............................7/2.3./5.7 .................................... ..

Morning ; Birds left at about 5:55am.
Evening; Cloudy. )D11te Ih:Js- 2~; La. Heron- 118; Little Blue
Heron- 172; Amer. Egret- 69; Cormorant- 155; Total- 3017. Three
mullet boats and one outboard in the vicinity.
Date...............................7/24/5.7...................................... .

Morning; Birds left at about 5:55am.
Evening; Rain. White Ibis- 2582.; La. Heron- 104; Little Blue
Heron- 181; Amer":9' Egret- 51; Cormorant- 87; Total- 3005. Three
mullet beats and one outboard in the vicinity. Took on 11 gallons
gasoline and 3 quarts oil.
Date.............................. 7./2.5/57. .......................................

Morning; Birds left at about 6:00am.
Evening/ Cloudy. White Ib13= 264Q~ La. Heron- 98; Little Blue
Heron- 189; Amer. Egret- 53; Cormorant- 46; Total- 3031. Three
mullet boats and two outboards in the vicinity.
~
Date..............................7./2.6./.0.7.......... ........... .......... ........

Morning; Birds left at about 5:55am.
Evening; Number of birds as previously stated.
Spooabills now. Three mullet boats and on
vicinity •

have any

.,___......

Date ..............................7/2.7./5.7. ...................................... .

Morning; Birds left at about 5:55am.
Evening; White Ibis- 2712; La. Heron- 103; Little Blue Heron- 192;
Amer. Egre-e= 52; Cormora'Iit- 54; Total- 3113. An outboard was fishing
near the rookery. It left when the birds started in . Three mullet
boats in the vicinity.
Date..............................7/28/5.7 ...................................... .

Morning ; Birds left at about 5:55am.
Evening ; Number of birds as pre viously stated
Six boats in !;he vicinity.
2M ·3·!511-CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

. . . al!:?.~..~. ..d~. . . . . . ._

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
ll30 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) ....................F.akaha.t.ch.e.e... ..Bay.......................................... STATE. ...............Flor.ida........................ ............. ...... ....................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES.............7/.2.9.~.8/4..t......19..5.7.................................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats I?et with; n:ames of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenmgs; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

7/2.e/.07. . . .... . ... . . . . . . . .... .. . . .......

Date...................

Morning; Birds left at about 5:55am.
Evening; Cloudy. White Ibis- 2763; La. Heron- 94; Little Blue Heron195; Amer. Egret- 52; Cormorant- 49; Total- 3153. Took on 5.8
gallons gasoli ne and 1 quart oil. Three mullet boats, one outboard,
and one cabin cruiser.
Date..................7./3..0/5.7....................................................

Mprning; The birds left at about 6:00am.
Evening; Number of birds as previously stated.

Date.................7./3.1/57.................................................... .

Morning; Birds left at about 5:55am.
Evening ; White Ibis- 2801; La. Heron- 98; Li t t le Blue Heron- 263;
~ Amer. Egret- 63; Cormorantt 39; Total- 3204.
Took on
9.5 gallons gasol i ne and 2 quar1B oil. Three mullet boats i n the
vicin ity.
Date................8/l/5.7........................................................ .

Morning; The b i rds lef t at about 5:55am.
Even i ng; Cloudy. Whi te I bis- 2688; La. Heron- 102; Little Blue
Heron- 204; Amer. Egret- 53; Cormorant-34; Total- 3081. Three
mullet boats in the vicinity.
Date ................8/2/57 . .......... .............................................

Morning ; off
Evening; off

Date ................8/3./5.7 ........................................................

Morning; The birds left at about 5:55a.m.
Evening ; Cloudy. Whi te Ib is- 2655; La. Heron- 1@8; Little Blue
Heron- 213; Amer. Egret- 54; CormoraniJ.€6; Total- 3056. Three mullet
boats in the vicinity. Took on 5 gallons gaiolin~ and l quart oil .
No Spoonbills this week. I saw three f eeding up West Pass but they
dian't come in.
Date................8/4/5.7 ........................................................ .

Morning; Birds left at about Ec55.
Eveni n g ; Number of birds as previously stated
Eleven shots in the distance .
2M·3 °!58°CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

.. ~.. .~ .:. ..-::?...~... .

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area } .............. F.a k.aha.t .che..e . ...Ba.y....................................... .......STATE. .....Flori.da............................................. ................................. .
INCLUSIVE DATES.......... .8./5.~.8/ll..J .....l9.57..................................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling ; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.................... 8/5/5.7.............. ........................................

Morning; Birds left at about 6:00am.
Evening; Cloudy. White Ibis- 2688; La . Heron- 104; Little Blue
Heron- 221; Am.er. Egret- 51; Cormorant- 17; Total- 3081.
Took on 5 gallons gasoline and l quart oil. Three mullet
boats in the vicini ty.
Date....................8./6./5.7 ............. .......... ... ...................... . . .

Morning; The birds left at about 6:00am.
Evening; Cloudy. Number of birds as previously stated.

Date................... 8./7./57.......................................................

Morning; off
Evening; off
Took on 5 gallons gasoline and l quart oi l.

Date...................8/8./.5.7.......... ........... . ............ ............... ......

Morning; Birds left at about 6 ; 05am.
Evening; Cloudy. White Ibis- 2743; La. Heron- 99; Little Blue
Heron- 219; Amer. Egret- 56; Cormorant- 21; Total- 3138. Three
mullet beats in the vicinity.
Date................. .8./.9./5.7.......................................................

Morning- The birds left at ab.o ut 6:60am.
Evening- Cloudy. Number of birds as previously stated.

Date..................Mwxmt:ag ....8/10/57.......... .....

Morning; The birds left at about 6:00am.
Evening; Cloudy. Whi te Ib i s- 2615; La. Heron- 98; Little Blue
Heron- 191; Amer. Egret- 48; Cormorant- 5; Total- 2957. Took
on 5 gallons gasolin~ and 1 quart oi l. Three mullet boats and
three outboards in the vicinity.
Date...................8/

11/ 5.7.. ...... ......................................... ..
Morning; The birds left at about 6:05am.
Ev&ning; Number of birds as previously stated
Six boats in the vicinity.
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

. .. . ~. & . . .~~. . . .

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ............ Fakahatehee...Bay. ............................................................STATE.. ....... Blorida............................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES........8/12~.8/18.,. ....195.1..........................................."
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date............ 8/12/.5.7.................................... ........................ ..

Morning; Birds left at about 6:05am.
Evening; Cloudy. White Ibis- 2559; La. Heron- 95; Litt le Blue Heron- 187;
Amer. Egret- 52; Total- 2895. Took on 10 gallons gasoline and 2 quarts
oil. Three mullet boats in the vicinity.
Date............a/.l.~/.P..7. .......... ........... .........................................

Morning; Birds left at about 6:00am.
Evening; Clou~. White Ibis- 2647; La. Heron- 99; Little Blue HelJOil- 165;
Am.er. Egret- 51; Total- 2960. Three mullet boats in the vicinity.

Date............a/l.4/5.7..................................................... ..........

Morning; Birds left at about 6:15am.
Evening; Clou~. White Ibis- 2714; La. Heron- 65; Little Blue Beron- 167;
Amer. Egret- 65; Spoonbill- 15; Total- 3020. Two mullet boats in the vicinity.

Date.............6/l.Q/~7...................... ..................... ...................

Morning; Off.
Evening; Off.

Date.............8./16/.5.7 . ........... ................ .................... ........ ....

Morning; Birds left at about 6:05am.
Evening; Clou~. White Ibis- 2689; La. Heron- 64; Little Blue Heron- 174;
Amer. Egret- 58; Spoonbill- 12; Total- 2997. Three mullet boats in the vicini~.

Date.............a./l:'Jf ~.1.......................... ...................................

Morning; Birds left at about 6:05am.
Evening; Clouczy-. White Ibis- 2975; La. Heron- 66; Little Blue Heron- 142;
Amer. Egret-59; Cormorant- 25; Total- 5265. Took on 10 gallons gasoline
8.!:1d 2 quarts oil.
The Cormorants are roosting on another island. Three
m...J.let boats in the vicinity.

Date ..............8/.18/.5.1.............................................................

Momi:ng; Birds left at about 6:05am.
Evening;· .Number or birds as previously stated.
boats lil the viciniig>'.
2M-3 - 15tJ·CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

Three
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .............. Fakahatche.e...B.q............................................................STATE. ............. Florida...................................................................... .. ..
INCLUSIVE DATES.....................8/.19.~.8/2.5~ ....19.57................................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling;. amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbe~s and names of boats 1?-et with; n~mes of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happemngs; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date...........8/19/5.1............................................................... .

Morning; The birds left at about 6z05am.
Evening; Clouqy. 'White Ibis- 2945; La. Heron- 68; Little Blue Heron- 144;
Amer. Egret- 42; lpooabill- 24; Total- 5223. No boats in the vicinicy-.

Date.......... ~zg9/f!..'l. ....................................................... ........

Morning; The birds left at about 6fo5am.
Evening; Clou~. White Ib~.s- 5023; La. He~n-· 47; Little Blue Heron- 168;
Amer. Egret- 51; Total- 5289. Three mullet boats in the vicinity. Took
on 5 gallons gasoline and 1 quart oil. 19 shots in the distance.

Date..........a./2.l/5..1. ..... .................. ........... .......................... ..

Morning; 'Zhe birds left at about 6:05am.
Evening; Clou~. White Ibis- 5219; La. Heron- 45; Little Blue Heron- 141;
Amer. F.gret- 52; Total- 5457. Two mullet boats in the vicinicy.

Date.........B/22/5.7 ............................................................... .

Morning; The birds left at about 6:05am.
Evening; Clo~. White Ibis- 5568; La. Heron- 61; Little Blue Heron- 146;
Amer. Egret- 53; Total- 5628. Two mullet boats i n the vicinicy.

Date......... e/g.~/?.'J.. . . . . . . . . . .... . . . ... . . . . . .......... . . . . . ..

Morning; Off.
Evening; Off.

Date......... 8./24/1.7 ............................................................... .

Morning; The birds left at about 6:10.
Evening; Number of birds as previous~ stated. Took on 5.2 gallons gasoline
and 1 quart oil. There was aever more then 10 Cormorants on the rookery
this week. I had a frien~ visit from Mr. Wood and party from Miami. Two
mullet boats in the vicini'tir.
Date..........a./?f>./5..1. . . ....... .................................................. .. .

Morning; The birds left at about 6:10.
Evening; Number of birds as previous~ stated.
boats in the vicinity.
2M·3-!56-CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

Two mull
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general a~ea) ........ :......... FaJ!:ahatchee ...Bq. ...................................................... STATE. ....... Flor.1.da................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES................. 8/.26.~.9./1.,. ...19.51.................................._
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date .. ......................8/26/67................................. ............. ..

Morning; The lirds lef't at about 6:05am.
Evening; Cloudy. White Ibis- 3214; La. Heron- 63; Little Blue Heron- 151;
Amer. F.gret - 52; Cormorant- 17; Total- 3497. Three mullet boats in the
vicinit7. Took on 6 gallons gasoline and 1 quart oil.
Date......................... e/21./.5.7................ ............... ...................

Morning; Ott
Evening; Off
I had oral surgery performed.

Date.........................6/.21/5.7................................................ .

I was unabl e to go out because of above surgery.
for me.

G. Gerish took

iey-

run

Date.........................6./2.9./5.7............................... ................. .

I was 'Wlable to go out because of above surgery. G. Gerish took my min
for me. Took on 5 gallons gasoline and 1 quart oil.

Date.........................8/10/5.7..................................................

Morning; The birds left at about 6:05am.
Evening; Clo~. White Ibis- 5154; La. Heron- 77; Little Blue Heron- 175;
Amer. Egr et- 46; Total- 3450. Two Mullet boats in the vicinity.

Date.........................~/~.'J./§.1..................................................

Morning; The birds left at about 6:10am.
Evening; Cloudjy. White Ibis- 5049; La. Heron- 81; Little Blue Heron- 152;
Amer. F.gret- 50; Total- 5512. Three mullet boats in the vicinity. Took
on 5 gallons gasoline and 1 quart oil.

Date .........................~f.~/~7-

. . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . ..

Morning; The birds left at about 6:10am.
Evening; Number o~ birds and boats as previously sta

2M·3·15tl-CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ..........~~.t.@e.e.....B.•7............................................................... STATE ...........f.l.9..r.1.da. ..............................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES.................9/2.~a/a., 19.5.7........................................ _

..

NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling;, amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbe~s and names of boats 1?-et with; n!'mes of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention. any unusual happem~gs; any ~sturbance. of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roostmg, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date .............9./2/5.1............................................................... ..

Moniing; The birds left a~ about 6:10am.
Evening; CloW,-. White Ibis- 2814; La. Heron- 54; Little Blue Heron- 118;
Amer. F.gret- 55; Total- 3041. Two mullet boats in the vicinity. Nine
shots in the distance.
,,,.,,.,...,
Date.............~/~/5.1..................................................................

llorning;Off
Evenings Off
Took on 11.5 gallons gasoline and 2 quarts oil.

Date............ 9/4/57 ............................................................... .

Morning; The birds left at about 6:10am.
Evening; White Ibis- 2952; La. Heron- 49; Little Blue Heron- 125;
Aller. F.gret- 51; Total- 3177. Light showers. No boats in the vicinity.

Date............ ~/~/5.7. . . . . .......................... .... . .................... .

Morning; The birds le.rt at about 7:15am. There was no apparent reason
for the birds s~ing so late.
Evening; Cloud;y. White Ibis- 3105; La. Heron- 45; Little Blue Heron- 147;
Amer. F.gret- 52; Total- 5545. No boats in the vicinity.
Date............~/~f5..7................. ................................................ .

Morning; The birds left at about 6:10am.
EveningJ Cloudy. White Ibis- 2798; La. Heron- 68; Little Blue Heron- 152;
Amer. F.gret- 18; Total- 3066. Took on 4.5 gallons gasoline and 1 quart
oil. T•o mullet boats and one outboard in the vicinity.
Date.., ..... 9/.7/£.7 ................................................................ ..
Mprning; ~ boat and motor

caught fire and burned. I was burned on my
right arm and the right side of my face. A report of what happened
and what was lost will follow. I was unable to go out todair because of
my burns.

Date........... ~/.8/5.1................................................................ ..

I was unable to go out today because of the reason stat
above.
2M · 3 · 118·C P

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .......Fakahat.che.e... Bay.. ................................................................STATE ........ F1or.ida ................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES.....~ .....~:.9/9.~~/lS~-·--1.957..
~

. .. . . .. . . .... .. . . :. . . .

NOTE :

.

.

R epor t weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling ; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ...................9/9/f!.7.......................................................... .

Morning; I was unable to go out because of my burn.
Evening; Approximately 2600 birds. I didn't make an accurate count because
I didn't want to be out too late after dark with the use of o~ one hand.
Almost all the birds were in When I left. Took on 6 gallons gasoline and
1 quart all. Two mullet boats in the vicinity.
Date .................9./.l.Q/.5.7................. ...................................... .

Morning; Unable to go out.
Evening; Approximately 2500 birds. It was Oloucy-. Took on 5 gallons
gasoline and 1 quart oil. Two mullet boats in the vicinity.

Date..................e./ll/.5.1....................................................... .

Mo ming; The birds lef't at about 6 : 15am.
Evening; I didn't go out. It rained and the water would hurt my burn.
I took this for my day off.

Date ..................9/12/.57.......................................................

Morning; The birds left at about 6:15am.
Evening; Cloudy. Approximately 2500 birds. Took on 5 gallons gasoline and
1 quart oil. Three mullet boats in the vicinity.

Date ...................9/l.5/57........................................................

Morning; The birds left at about 6:10am.
Evening; Cloudy. Approximately 2200 birds.

Two mullet boats in the vicinity.

Date ................... ~/l4;/P..7.. . .....................................................

Morning; The birds left at about 6:15am.
Evening; Cloudy. White Ibis- 2575; La. Heron- 102; Litt le Blue Heron- 189;
Amer. F.gret- 47; Total- 2715. Took on 11.2 gallons gasoline and 1 quart
oil.
Date ................... 9./15/57.......................................................

Morning; The birds left at about 6:15am.
Evening; Clouw. Number of birds as previously stated
Three mullet coats iii tJle vicinity.
2 M ·3-511·CP

(Use additio114l sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

~A- ~~~· L ~..........
...........................................................

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .......................Fakahatch.ee ...Ba.y..................................................STATE ..F.lo.r.id.a.......................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES...................~/+.9..~.~/g.2,.. ..l.~~.7. .............................._
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date....................9/1.6 /5.7.......................................................

Morning; The birds left at ~out 6:15am.
Evening; White Ibis- 2017; La. Heron- 99; Little Blue Heron- 200;
Amer. Egret- 43; Total- 2559. Took on 5 gallons ga oline and 1 quart oil.
Three mullet boats in the vicinity. The weather was cloudy.

\
Date...................f)./.l.7/.6.1.... ................. ..................................

\

Morning; The birds ledt at about 6:10am.
Evening; White Ibis- 1955; La. Heron- 94; Little Blue Heron- 197;
Amer. :Egret- 51; Total- 22971. Took on 5 gallons gasoline and l quart oil.
Two mullet boats in the vicinity. The weather was cloudy.
Date...................9/18/.57....................... ............ . ...................

Morning; The birds left at about 6:15Wll.B
Evening; White Ibis- 1554; La. Heron; Little Blue Heron- 176;
Amer. :Egret- 55; Total- 1844. Took on 5 gallons gasoline and 1 quart oil.
Two mullet boats in the vicinity. The Weather was cloud;y.
Date...................9/19/.57.......................................................

Morning; Off
Evening; Off

Date...................9/.20J.57........................................................

Morning; The birds left about 6:2Sam.
Evening; Cloudy. Number of birds as previously stated. Took on 6 gallons
gasoling and 1 quart oil. Two mullet boats in the vicinity.

Date................... 9./.21/..5..7.......................................................

Morning; The birds left at about 6:15am.
Evening; Cloudy. White Ibis- 1406; La. Heron- 84; Little Blue Heron- 148;
Amer. F.gret- 49; Total- 1687. Took on 5 gallons gasoline and 1 quart oil.
Three mullet boats in the vicinity. :31 nutw shots in the distance.
Date ...................9/2.2/5.7...................................................... .

lf•••i!la Morning; The birds left at about 6:15am.

Each warden sign or initial here:

Evening; Number of birds as previously stated.

......................................................::::"L.~.C..~

(U!e additional !heet to avoid crowding)
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
'

SANCTUARY (or gener al area ) ......Eakahat.c hee...Ba7 .................................................................. STATE.......... fiar i.da........................................................'......................
INCLUSIVE DATES.........J.~.~.... g_~g~..1 ....±~§.~...................................._
.
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled ; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purch ased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or t aken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date...... J@.~ ... ,g~ ................................................................. ..
l'

I took the outboard to Naples to have some repairs made on tt.

Date ..... J..:w.?:.~ ....g~ ...................................................................

I didn't make the m&rning run because I wanted to try the mo:bor before I ran it

in the dark.
Evening; 50 birds came in toJ

r

kery.

About 200 flew over.

Date..... .l@.~ ....?P.....................................................................

Morning; The birds left the rookery at firs t light.
Evening; Approximately 150 birds came in just before dark.
Date.......J.@.~....g.§ ...................................................................

Off

Date ......J..Y.P.:~....2.7.. ..................................................................

Morning; The birds left one or t wo at a time starting at first light with the last
leaving at 6:15.
Evening; About 50 birds came in, in about 20 minutes just before dark.
Date.......J.\m.e. . ..28...................................................................

Morning; The birds left at sun-rise.
Evening; Only 5 1telicans came in.
Date .......J.une.... 29..................................................................

Morning; Ten birds left at sunrise.
Evening; The birds came in earlier tonight. About
5
rds andes in the Fakahatchee area.
2M-3 · ll8·C P

(Use additiona sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
~ANCTUARY (or general area ) ............ .Fakahatche.e ...Bey............................................................. STATE ..........Flo.rida............................................................................. ..

INCLUSIVE DATES....J.une....50~J.uly. ....6., ....l9~8....................-..·NOTE:

Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ......... J~e. .... ~.9 ................................................................

Morning; The birds left at first light.
Evening; About 50 birds stayed at the rookery. 500birds roosted in the Fakahatehee
area
and 200 flew over going West South Westllwhich is into the fl3way.
/
Date..........;!:Y:J..Y..... ~ ................................................................. ..

Morning; Off
Evening; Off
Date..........J..W...Y....J~ ................................................................ ...

Morning; The birds left at sunrise.
Evening; Three people in another boat came up and talked to me about the birds.
The same thing happened as Monday with 300 birds st~ing •t the rookery.
Date.......... JJJlY.....3-................................................................. ..

Morning; The birds left at sunrise.
Evening; I followed the birds that went over head going West South West and
f,guca anotber ial;pa yt+-O ehou+ aoo birds, mostly Elite Jb.is, . t. This
Island iB in the roilkery f]J'way and is approximately 5/4 mi . from the rookery .
Date...........,T.µ_
:iy.... ~ ..................................................................

Morning; The

bird~

the new roost left in a group ten minutes before sunrise.

Evening; 820 Whi~e Ibis, 18 American F.grets, and 80 Little Blue Herons came
into the new roost.
Date........... J.:µJ.Y. .... ~..................................................................

Morning; The birds left at both places just before sunrise.
Evening; I rode around the bay while the birds were comming in to look for other
places the birds were roosting. There was birds scattered over the whole area
About 1/4 mile to the West lorth West of e new roos approximately 50 Louisiana
Herons were roosting.
, Date ............J.:ul;y.....6 ............................................................... ..

I had a case of food poisning and couldn't go out.

( Uae additional aheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

~6-......:. ..~~---

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ............ F.~k@.~.t .®..ee ...B..Q.y ............ ......................................... STATE ....flQ.r..ig.~. ..................................... .......................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES..................J..u~....l4=.2.0., .... .l9..5.8............................ ..
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours ancl minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wild1ife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentratione.

Date...... .. J..µ:l,y ... Ji. ... . .............. ... ................................. . ... .

Morning; The birds lef t at 5:50.
Evening; At 7:55 I hear five shots from the direction of the new roost. As I
was go ng toward the ·shots I saw a boat tied to the roost. As I was going
toward the other boat I sail t ~o people throwing bird into th-e boat. Because
of an extermly low tide ran aground before I reached the boat and they got aw
I took on 1019 gallons gaso ne, 2 quarts of oil, 2 spark 'plU'gs, and

Date........ ~.t.lJ..Y. . J,~...................... ......................................... .

Morning; The birds left at 5:50
Evening; White Ibis 1565, American Egret 119, Little Blue Heron 155, Louisiana
Heron 154, Snowy E.gret 5. No bircls stayed at the new roost.

Date......... J..aj,y ....l9.... .................................... .........................

Off
I took on 5.6 gallons of gasoline and 1 quart of oil.

Date ..........J:uly ....l7 ............................................................... .

Morning; The birds ldft at 6:00.
Evening; White Ibis 2100, American Egret 98. Little Blue Hamn 159 1 Louisiana
Heron 119, ilDl Snowy Egret 8. About 200 birds stayed at the new roost.
Date ..........J.'.µJ.y .....le.. ..... ............... . ... .......... ........................ .

Morning; 1fue birds left at 5:55
Evening; White Ibis 2380, American Egret 125, Little Blue Heron 167, Louisiana
Heron 155, Snowy Egret 28. About 100 birds stayed at the new roost.

Date..........J:uzy....19................................................................

Menning; The birds left at ,2;00.
Evening; White Ibis 2400, American Egret 15 Little Blue Heron 100, Louisiana
Heron 200, Snowy Egret 20, Pelican 5 ·A PQB i ble identific~ti.o~ of one .,.o f
the two ~~ople t~at shot the roost is LeDI\Y IShiver, age l6 or J. The e s
thi
that can be done a2o t
e now, but his name will be on reco:-rd
~

.Date..........J..JJ:l.J'.. .J~Q...................:............................................

The birds were

approximate~

Each warden sign or initial here:

....... Alb.in ... R..... Ge~iab..,................................... .

-.~. d . . . d~. .
(UJe additional Jheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, .New YoTk, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or gener.~l area ) ...... F..akahat.¥b.ee.... E.a.Y. ....................._. ............................................ STATE ...........F.l.Qri.® ................................. .............................................
INCLUSIVE DATES............ h a...J.ucy. .. 21.....27., ....1958................ ..
NOTE:

R eport weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purch ased or taken aboard ; number s and names of boats m et with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or oth er wildlife; estimate number s and kinds of bi rds obser ved at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentratio1111.

D ate ......... JUb:.... 21 ............................................................... .

Morning; The birds left at 6:00.
Evening; White Ibis 2645, Averican Egret 235, Little Blue Heron 182, Louisiana
Heron 248, Snowy Egret 28,. Pelecan 1, Cpmoranta 1. I took on 4.9 gallons of
gasoline and 1 quart of oil.
Date ......... ;J..:t1.l.J.: ....?.? ..................................................... ........ .

Morning;· The birds left at 6:05.
Evening; White Ibis 2781, American Geret 251, Little Blue Heron 156, LouisiatJB.
Heron 241, Snowy Egret 20 to 40. I ' took on 4.7 gallons of gasoline and 1
quart of iil.

Date ..........J..~ ....2.~............................................. ................. .

Off

Date ........J..~.....24...............................................................

Morning; The birds left at 6:00.
Evening; White Ibis 2825, American Egret 211, Little Blue Heron 238, Louisiana
Heron 303, Snowy Egret 20 to 50.
Date ...........July.... 2.5 .............................................................. .

Morning; The birds left at 6:10.
Evening; White Ibis 2955, American F.gret 218, Little Blue Heron 211, Louisiana

Herc;>n 244, Snowy :Egret 20 to 50.
Date.......... J:uly.... .26................................................................

Morning; The birds left at 6:05.
Evening; White Ibis 2855, American Egret 382, Little Blue Heron 123, Louisiana
Heron 245, Snowy Egret BO to 40. I took on 5 gallons of gasoline and 1
quart of oil.
Date.......... .J~ ....2.7............................................................. ..

Morning; The birds left at 6;00.
Evening; 4500 birds came in.

Bach warden sign or i?titial here:
........Albin ...R......G.e rish .................................... ..

.. .~ . B,. . . ~~.

(Use additiornLl sheet to atJoid crowdlng)

WARDEN'S· WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) .......... Fak.ahat.che.e ...B.ay..............:................................................ STATE. .............. Flo.r .i da......................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES.............July ... 28~Aug.us.t.... 2.,.... l9.58............ ..
N OTE:

R eport weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with ; names of persons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bhds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date .......J.P.J.Y.....?..~ ................................................................ .

•

Morning; The bird.a left at 6:05.
Evening; White Ibis 4550, American Egret 565, Little Blue Heron 109, Louisiru1a
Heron 581, Pelecan 5, Snowy F.gret 50 to 40. I took on 10 gallons of gasoline
_. and 2 quarts of oil.

Date ......;J.aj,y .... ?..~ .......................................... ...................... .

M8rning; The birds left at 6:05 .
Evening; White Ibis 5650 1 American F.gret 550, Little Blue Heron 155, Louisiana
Heron 215, Pelecan 4, Snowy F.gret 20 to 50.

Date ........J.:'4Y.....~9 ...........................................................

Morning; The birds left at 6:10.
Evening; White Ibis 6088 1 American Egret 545 1 Little Blue Heron !57, Louisiana
Heron 121, Pelecan 4, Sno y Egret 20 to 50.

Date....... J.W.,Y. .... 9..:J.................................................................. .

Off

Date........~ ...Aµgµ~t. ....l ........................................... .

Morning; The birds left at 6:05.
Evening; White Ibis 5182, American Egret 550, Little Blue Heron 296, Louisiana
Heron 258, Pelecan 8, Snowy Egret 20.
Date....... Aug:u.e.t.... 2..............................................,............. ..

MDDning ; The birds left at 6:05.
Evening; White Ibis 5221, American F.gret 550, Little Blue Heron 264, Louisiana
Heron 218 , Pelecan 2, Snowy F.gret 20.
Date...... ,.Aµgg~:t ....~..............................................................

The birds were approximately like yesterday.

Each warden sign or initial here:

.. ........Albin...R......G.e.r.1.M................................... .

.~ . ::f.!11..._~. . . . . ..
~Use

additional

;he~t

to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ..........~k~~e...t .c.b.e.e...B.ay ............. ............................................. ... STATE ..................f.lo.r.i da........ ..................... ............ ............................. .
I NCLUSIVE DATES................ AJJguat....~lo.. ....195.8.......................... ..
N OTE :

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purch ased or taken aboard; number s and names of boats met with; names of per·
sous m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate number s and kinrls of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

D ate .........fl:µgµ1:1."t;. ....4;............................................................ .

Morning; The birds leftat 6:10.
Evening; dti: White Ibis 4755, American Egret 585, Little Blue Heron 274,
Louisiana Heron 158, Pelecan 5, Snowy Egret 20. I took on 16.4 gallons
of gasoline and 5 quarts of oil.
Date.........:A.:-i;tg1:J:I3.:t;....§ ............................................................ .

Morning; The birds left at 6:10. The Islands were all white with birds.
would say there way over 10,000 birds this morning.

I

Evening; White Ibis 8444, American Fgret 460, Little Blue Heron 596, Louisiana
Heron 272, Snowy Egret 50, Pelecan 5. I took on 5 gallons of gasoline and
1 quart of oil.
Date ..........Aµ~:t.. . -9 ........ .......................... ..... ......................

Morning ; The birds left at 6:10.

Evening; White Ibis 8113, American Egret 463, Little Blue Heron 425, Louisiana
!!!!I! Heron 245, Snowy Egret 40, Pelecan 4.
Date ......... fl:µgµ~t ....7-.............................................................

Off

Date......... Aµg~:t.. ..§. .............................................................

Morning; The birds left at 6:15.
Evening; White Ibis 7560, American Egret 528, Littl e Blue Heron 589, Louisiana
Heron 265, Snowy Egret 50, Pelecan 40. The Pelecans flew back and forth
over the rookery and kept the other birds chased up till dark.
Date........ ~~.~~ ....~ ..............................................................

Morning; The birds left at 6:10.
Evening; White Ibis 5526, American Egret 203, Little Blue Heron 224, Louisiana
Heron 125, Snowy Egret 5, Pelecan 4. I took on 10.7 gallons of gasoline
and 2 quarts of oil.

Date........AJ,Jg.\Y!:t. ....10..........................................................

About 1000 more birds then yesterday.

Each warden sign or initial here:
.. ...........Alhin . R.•....Gerish ................................ ..
.....

(Vie culditional •heet to avoid crowdin.g)

~...~......~..........

WARDEN'~

WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) ..................... .F.~k~.a.tche.e ... Ba.y...... ..... . ............ ... .................. . STATE .......Flo.r..i da......... ......... ............................................ ........ ........ ...
INCLUSIVE DATES .........Au..g:u~.t....l.l~.17., ....195.8............................. ..
N OTE:

R eport weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling;. amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; number s and names of boats 1~et wi.th; n:imes of persons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Men tion any unusual happemngs ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bir ds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

D at e .... A:u.gb,s.t ....11....................................... .

Morning ; The birds left at 6:05.
Evening; White Ibis 4254, American F.gret 240, Little Blue Heron 247, Louisiana
Heron 149, Snowy F.gret 10, Pelecan 5.
Datc ......Aµgµ_~t.... .;l,..?.. .......................................................... .
Mu~ning;

The birds left at 6 :10.

Evening;

Off

Date .......August ....1.5...........................~ ... ... ........................

Evening; At 7:00 I heard a shot and saw a boat at the west end of the bay. I
heard scattered shots from the boat, but saw no birds flying over the boat
when the shots were fired. I crused over toward the other boat and they called
me over. Lamar Thompson, Yernon G9lf, aud Verna .Go1£ Jr. were o:g. the boat.
The essence of what Lamar told me was to stop stopping people from shooting
birds out there or the rookerr would be destroy ed . Th ey ha d no guns or M rds
Date ..........................
~~-~~-~.'.". !.'-~9.~.~. ~ . . ~ink they got a:qy birds. I think they fired the shots to
see 1'ha.t I would do.
·
August 14
Morning; The birds left at 6:10.
Evening; White Ibis 6806, American Egret 270, Little Blue Heron 295, Loui siana
HeronHeron 185, SnoYfY Egret 10, Pelecan 5. I took _on 9.7 gallons of gasoline
and 2 quarts of oil.

I;?.. .

....

Date.......All.fill..~.~ ...J.~ . ................. .................. ............... . ....

Morning; The birds left at 6:15.

•

Evening; White Ibis 4202, Amer ican Egret 285, Little Blue Herop 295, lousiana
Heron 100, Snowy Egret 10, Pelecan 4.
Date........~J;g_µ_~.t.... l.Q................... ..........................................

Morning; The girds left at 6:10.
Evening ; White Ibis 5495, Amer ican Egret 255, Little Blue Heron 286 , Lousiana
Heron 143, Snowy Egret 10, Pelecan 4. I took on 4.8 gallons of gasoline
and l qqa.rt of oil.

Date...... AJJ.i.UJil.t....l7.............................................................

The birds were the same a• y esterday

Each warden sign or initial here:
...........Albin...R..... Ger.i .sh ................................... .

.. ~ . ~..... .~...................
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN 'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ..............Fakah.a.t che.e... Bey ........................................................STATE ..............f.J..q;r;i.d!;; ........................................................................ .
INCLUSIVE DATES ............. Augus.t ....18.:::.24, ....1.9.5.8 .......................... .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; number s and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or pther wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ... August....18............................................ ...................

Mosni ng; The birds left at 6:15.
Eveni ng ; White Ibis 5519, Amer ican Egeet 211, Littl e Blue Heron 56 5, Louisiana
Heron 180, Snowy Egret 10, Pelecan 4. I took on 9.8 gallons of gasoline
and 2 quarts of oil.
Da te ....August....19.............................................................. .

Morning; The birds left at 6:15.
Evening; White Ibis 4171, American Egret 210, Little Blue Heron 212, Louisiana
Heron 267, Snowy Egret 10, Pelecan4.
Date ....Augu.at.... 20..........................................,. ............... .

Morning; The birds lef t at 6:10.
Evening; White Ibi s 767, American Egret 210, Little Blue Heron 216, Louisiana
Her on 255, Snowy Egr et 10, Pelecan 4. I took on 4.9 gallons ofgasoline
and 1 quar t of oil.
Date .....August.....21 .............................................................

Off

Date.......AJJ.g:i.u~.t. .... 2.2.............................................................

Mol7Iling ; The birds left at 6: 15.
Evening ; White Ibis 2908, American Egret 115, Litt le Blue Her on 115, Louisiana
Heron 145, Snowy F.gret 10, Pelecan 4 .
Date..... A~gust. ....2..3. .............................................................

Morni ng ; The birds left at 6:00. There was no birds on the rookery this mor ning.
o e Fakahatchee area. I t hink they were
The birds were roosting over t: e
disturbed la~t night.
Evening ; White Ibis 375, Amer ican Egret 258, Little Blue Heron 545, Louisi ana
Heron 189, Snowy Egret 5, Pelecan 4.
Date..... Aug:u.at....2.4..........................................................."

1500 birds came i n.

Each warden sign or initial here:
..........Alb.in ...R......G.e rish.................................... .
.......

( U1e additional 1heet to avoid crowding)

~. .~.:...~
~.............

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) .........Fakahat.ch.ee .. B.ey ..............................................................STATE .......f.J,c;>.r..~.4.~ ............................. ....................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES ............Auguat.... 2.s~.31 •....l
NOTE:

5.8.............................

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats m e t with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ..... Augv.at ....25.................... ... ...................................... .

orning ; The birds left at 6: 05 .
Evening; White I bis 590, American Egret 156, Little Blue Heron 199, Louisiana
Heron 181, Pelecan 3. I took on 4.8 gallons of gasoline and 1 quart of
oil.
Date .. .A':lfill.!?.~.... .?.~ ........ . . ............ . . ................ . ........ ... . .

Off
I took on 4.9 gallons of gasoline and 1 quart of oil.

Date ..... A:µg.w:?.t. ....~'J............ ....... ........................................... .

Morning; The birds left at 6:00.
Evening; White Ibis 1053, American Egret 198, Little Blue Heron 121, Louisiana
Heron 102, Pelecan 5.
Date......A:µgµ~.t.....~6..............................................................

Morning; The birds left at 6: 00.
Evening; 500 birds came in.
oil.

The birds were disturbed last night.

I took on 5. 7 gallons of gasoline a nd 1 quart of

Date.......~JJ.gu~.t ....29....................... ....................... ... ............ .

Morning; The birds were disturbed again last n ht.
523
~
Evening; White !bit{, American Egret 123, Little Blue Heron 177, Louisiana
Heron 189, Pelecan 3.
Date.....Aµgµ,~.t..... ~Q ..............................................................

MorniP.g; The birds left before first light.
Evening; 500 birds came in.

Date.....Augu.at. ..51..............................................................

500 birds came in.

Each watden sign or initial here:
.. ... .Albin ...R. ....G.eri sh .........................................

. . . .~. LZ......~ . . ..

~Uie

additional 1heet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue~ New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ...... F.akahat.chee ...B.ay ................................................................ STATE .....F..l.9..r.id.~ ................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES . .....S.ept.emb.er.... 1,,,.7.., .... 195.8............................. ..
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.......S.ep.t.emb.er ...l

................................................... .
Morning; The birds left before first light.
Evening; 200 birds came in.

Date ...... .Sep.t.erub.er. ...2. ................................................... .

Morning; The birds left before first light.
Evening ; 100 birds came in.

I took on 11.2 gallons of gasoline and f quarts of oil.

Date .......S.e.p.temb.er. ....3 .................................................. ..

Morning; The birds left

bef~re

first light.

Evening; Io birds came in.

Date.......Sep.teruhex....4 ....................................................

No birds
I took on 4.8 gallons of gasoline and 1 quart of oil.

D a te ........S..~P.t.~.m:P..~r..... P.................................................... .

No birds

Date.......S.e:p.:tab.er.....6-................................................... .

No birds

Date....... §.~. c.t..~.m.l?,~.r.....'l.....................................................

no birds

Each warden sign or initial here:
.......... Albin ... R......G.er:i.sh. ................................... .

~./?.
A A._._,/
~.,
· · · ' · ··~&~

••••••• ; ... ... ..... . 1 • • 1 • ••••••

(U;e additional sheet to avoid crowding)

••••• •••••• •• 1111 ••· ..

· · - · · ··· ·············· " · " · · ' ' " ' ' ' ·· · .......... ~ • ••• 1 ... .. .. . ..... . ........ .. ..... ; ....... . .... , ••

WARDEN 'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

.

SANCTUARY (or general area ) ...................... Faka.hatcb.ee... Bay. ................................................ STATE. ............ F.lo.rid.a............................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES...........S.ep.temb.er. ....e~.l.3.., ....19.5.8..................... ..
TOTE:

R eport weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; number s and names of boats m et with; names of persons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate number s and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ..............Se.pte.m.ber.... 8............................................ .

no birds
I took on 9.9 gallons of gasoline and 2 quarts of oil.

Date ...............Se.ptemb.er. ....9-............................................ .

No birds

Date ..............$.~p:t.e.mP..e..:r.... JO ....................................... .

I have seen birds flying to the ESE of the rookery. I looked for where these
birds were roosting . I took on 4.9 gallons of gasoline and 1 quart of oil.

Date .............. S.eptemb.er. ... ll .........................................

I'm still looking for the new roost.

Date .............. S..e.pt.e.mb.er. ...12. .........................................
I found the ne~ roost . _

It i~ about 5/4 of a mile to the SE of the rookery.
bout 2000 birds,x about 1000 White Ibis, were roosting around a smal
ake in
the center of a large key. The lake has tno small creeks leading to it. I
took on 4.9 gallons of gasoline and 1 quart of oil.

Date............. 9-.!'!lP.:t.~m\P..e..r. ... J~...........................................

I took the boat back.

Date....... ,...................,....1..................

1..... ; .............. 1... u.1 ................. ..

Each warden sign or initial here:
....... Albin ...R......G.e r.i.sh .......................................
~A
a-~~
••·•·"·•-·•••""•••1'• •••• •'•••· •··•" ''••1 . .....

~ Use

additi<>nal sheet to a.void ctowding)

,"n,,.~~'

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ...........f~~aj:t~t..9.h.l:'l.~ . .IJ.~Y. ............................ ................................ STATE.. .............. fl.Qrida.........................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES.................~~.~ ....~::.~.§..t.....±12.~~. ............................ _
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date...........J..@..~.....9-................................................................ ..

Today I got the boat and took on 6 gallons of gasoline and 5 quarts of oil.

Date...........'.!.~.~. . .~.<! ................ ..............................................

Morning; About 500 birds left at 5:20.
Evening; Overcast and calm. Approximately ·300 birds came in. 500 stayed
at islands on ( h1 west side of Fakahatch ee bay, 100 on the rookery.
One commerciaI "hs fishing in the area and one out~oard _stayed ~ at a
fishing camp in the area. I took on 5 gallons of gasoline.

Date...........~~~Mo~inii;···· · · ··3····~r;c»onb°iii"

Evening; West wind and rain. Most of the birds came out of the east
just ahead of the rain. The rest came in scattered from all diredtions.
The fish i ng camp was ocsupied. I took on 4.8 gallons of gasoline .

Date...........J.:u.n.e. ...1.2............................................................... .

Morning; 7 Spoonbill.
Evening; White Ibis 645, American Egret 45, Herrons 565, Comorant 20,
about 200 at the west islands, Total 4{l£. 5 Pelecans kept flying
back and forth over the rookery keeping the birds chazed up. Scattered
clouds with a moderate west wind.
Date..............~.~ ....~.3-. . . . . ......... . . ......................... .. . .. . ....

Morning; 7 Spoonbill
Evening; White Ibis 610, American Egret 60, Herrons 690, Comorant 20,
1380. I took on 4.8 gallons of gasoline. On the way back I had water
pump troubJ.e.

Date...........J.:une ....14...............................................................

Motor trouble

Date...........J.un.e....15.............................................................. .
I took the ~oto~ to • aples for repairs.

one to two weeks for repairs.

It will take

Each warden sign or initial here:
............ Albin....R.......G.er.i.sh. ..................................

~ ...~'. ....~~............................
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .......... f~Jg!P..~t.~b..~.~ ...fl.~Y. .............................................................. STATE. .............. f.Jg.r.i..4§: ..........................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES................ J.un.e ...16.":'.":.2.2.fo....19.5.9............................_
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

+.?. . ... . .............. .......................................

Date.......... ~':lP:.!3- ....

Evening; I
·
otor. Overcast with a light east wind.
I stayed at the islands to the west of the rookery. These islands
are called Bird Key. There was twp commercia oats fishing in the area.
4 pelecans make several passes at
e roost c asing tlie birds. WJffte
Ibis 860, American Egret 155, Louisiana Heron 520, Little Blue Heron
10, Snowy Egret 50, Comorant 40, To a J..~ a

Dat; ......... J.un.e ... l'7............................................................... .

Morning; R in. The birds were scattered on nearby islands.
Evening; Extreme wind and rain conditions. 1200 birds.

Date.......... J.:un.e. ....1.8.............................................................. ..

Rain and gale force winds made the trips today impossible.

Date.......... .June....19...............................................................

Morning; 500 birds on the rookery this morning.
Evening; Cloudy with a moderatehouth west wind. I
didtance and a very faint outfboard from the same direction. The pe ecans
were
aseclng tlle oirde bac and for th e'tween t he rookery and Bird Key
too much for a count.
Date...........J..1JJJ..e.....2.0........................ .................... ................. ..

Morning; 500 birds on the rookery and 500 on Bird Key .
Evening; No motor available.

Date............J.@..~ .... 2.l. ........... . ................................................

No motor available.

Date............ Jun.e....22 ............................................................ .

No motor available.

Each warden sign or initial here:
..........Alb.in ...R.......G.e.r.i.sh .....................................
///./~A~~

......~~ ............. :.................................................•....•_

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ............ Fakah~t.c.b.e.e....a..~Y ............................................................ STATE. ................ F.lor.ida ........................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES..................J.1.Ul.e.....23.::::2.S..,... .19.~.S. .............................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date............ J..un.e.... .25..............................................................

Date............

!l.1ID..~.....?..4...............................................................

0

I went to Naples and got my mo~or.\/'
Evening; Overcast with 13cattered showers. One commercial fishing boat
in the area. The pelecans kept chasing the birds from the rookery to
Bird Key and back. About 900 birds stayed at Bird Key.

Date............J.:un.e.....25..............................................................

Morning; 28 Spoonbill.
Evening; One commercial fishing boat in the area. White Ibif4.e6SQ.;,
American F.gret, 505; Louisiana Heron, 580; Little Blue Heron, 75;
Snowy Egret, 40; Comorant, 10; Total, 1640. One Pelecan chased the
birds.
'I("""
Date............ ~.~-~-~ .... ?.~. .......................... .................................

Moriing; 5 Spoonbill .
Evening; 2 Fishing camps were occupied. White Ibis, 755; American F.gret,
290; ,Louisiana Heron, 600; Little Blue Heron, 50; Snowy F.gret, 65;
Comorant, 10; Total, 1750. One Pelecan chased the birds.

Date............ J.\m.~....;i;7. .............................................................

Morning;
Evening;

2 Spoonbill.
Ra.in. The birds roosted all

o~er

the area.

Date..............J.lJ.J!..t?..... ?..~ ........................................................... ..

Morning;
Evening;

6 Spoonbill.

Sick.

Date ..............J.:un.e.... 2.9. ........................................................... .

Sick
_..

Each warden sign or initial here:
...........Alb.in...R •.... Ger.ish ....................................
A#L.-.../f ~
..~........... ~.~ ..............................................

-

(Use additional sheet to a.void crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) .......... f~~AA~t.~h~.~...~.~Y...............................................................STATE ..............f..l9.;r..i4~...........................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES................J.:un.e.....~0.-:::...JY.l.Y.:....
l.~.~~..............

e.,,..

NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.......... ~.1.g,l.~ .... ~9.. . . ... . ............ . . ......... ............................ .

Morning; 2 Spoonbill.
Evening; Rain. 2000 birds came in. They were chased so much b.Y. four
pelecans that they roosted on another island in the bay~
Date..........~.~J:Y. ...1 ............................... . ............................. ....

Morning; One of the National Park rangers went out with me.
Evening; White Ibis, 1885; American Egret, 220; Louisiana Heron, 700;
Little ue eron, 115; Snowy Fg~et, 220; Comorant, 5; Total, 5145.
A pelecan chased these birds till about 1000 left.

Date..........J.V..lY-. ....2.................................................................. .

Morning; 8 Spoonbill.
Evening; Moderate South West wind and scattered showers. There was a
very low tide at sunset. 10000 birds came in. Two pelecans ,chased
the birds and two groups of ~000 birds left.

Morning; 12 Spoonbi ll.
Evening; All but 1000 birds were chaised away by the pelecans.

Date ......... J.'.1J..lY.....4 ...................................................................

Morning; 9 Spoonbill.
Evenig ; The pelecans chased away,., ~+1 but lQOO birds.
mostly /imerican Egrets and Snowy Egrets.

Those ledlt were

Date.......... ~1\lJY.....9-...................................................................

Morning; 7 Spoonbill ,
Evening; 1000 birds stayed on Bir d Keys.

Only 100 stayed on the rookery.

Date........... ~.1:1.~Y. ....?... . . . . ..... . ... . .......... . ........... . . . ........... .

Morning; 7 Spoonbill~
Evening; 1000 birds in the area. It was very windy.

Each warden sign or initial here:
...........ilc.in ...R• ... Ger..ish....................................
.n ,(//_'":\
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
ll30 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ............ ~~~fl.~.~?:~.~-- -~.8::7. ............................................................ STATE ................ ~~-~~-~-~~---·····································································
July 7-15, 1959
INCLUSIVE DATES.........................................................................................................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date............ ~\(l,Y. ...'J. ...................... . . ..................... ... ...............

Morning; 7 Spoonbill.
Evening; Most of the birds are using the South East flyway now instead of the
West flyway. 500 ·birds mostly Snowy Egrets and .American Egrets.
Date.............J.:µJY. .... e.. ............................. ... . .. ................. .......

Morning; 7 Spoonbill.
Evening; Very faint shot heard--to1t'a.rd ·trre We.at • . Fifteen minutes later
4000 birds came in.
Date.............~:i:;_:);.Y..... ~.................................................................

Off

Date............. ~~-~Y. ....1.:9.... ............................... .......................... .

Morning; 7 Spoonbill.
Evening; Overcast with a moderate South West wind.

Few birds came in.

Date............. ~.~JY. ...J~ ............................................................

Morning; ~o birds in t.Pe area.
Efening; ~ rtshing party anchored 10 feet from the . rq9k~ on, the opposite
side I was on. The b ras would not land. When I sta.rt~d. ~ow~d. tb.em
to ask them to move far er away "t!iey spe~d o~f.
Date.............'.I.:i:;_
:);.Y. ..J.?. .......... ................................................

Morning; 6 Spoonbill.
Evening; Very few birds.

Date...............J.:µ,J.Y. ... J.Q ...........................................................

Morning ; 6 Spoonbill.
Evening; 50 Herons and Egrets, no Ibis.

Each warden sign or initial here:

........... Al:P..in.... R•.....G.e.r.i.sh....................................
/;, //']./'?_ ~
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...... ~ ...............~ ............ ~
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area} ........... f.~¥~~.~.g,l;t~~....~.~Y.. ............................................................. STATE. ...............J!:~~!".~.~~..........................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES................. ~'9-JY. ....~'.'!::.?.9..2.....~.~:?..~............................_
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . .. . . . . .

Date............~~~r ~~

Morning; 8 Spoonbill.
Evening; The birds came in singlely and left going East in small flights .

Date............J.:JJ.lY, ....1.5...............................................................

Morning; 7 Spoonbill.
Evening; Only about 50 birds stayed.

Date............July.....16 ..............................................................

Morning; Rain. About 100 birds on the rookery.
Evening; 15 birds. East wind and rain.

D ate ............ ~~:1.Y.. . :1..7............................................................. ..

Morning; Overcast.
Evening; 14 Pelecans and 25 Egrets.

Date............ J.µJy.. J,a..............................................................

Morning; 7 Spoonbill.
Evening; 14 Pelecans and no other birds.

Scattered showers.

Date .............J:~J-Y..... J...~. . . .......................................................

Morning; 7 Spoonbill.
Evening; B Pelecans and 50 Egrets.

Date.............~1:1:~Y......?..9.............................................................

Morning; 8 Spoonbill.
Evening; 100 Egrets and Herons stayed .
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:
.................. Albin... R. ..... G.e.r..i.sh..........................._
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
ll30 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ......... Fakah~t.c.h..e.~ ...~.~Y ...............................................................STATE ........ .X~.~~~~~................ . . ................. . . ..... .................................
INCLUSIVE DATES...............J:uly. ... .21-:-::2.7..,....19.59.................................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
eons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date......... ;f.¥.JY.: ....?;l,.................................................................

Morning; 7 Spoonbill.
Evening; Rain and high wind.

I did not go out.

Date.........J..Vt.lY. ....22. ............................................................... .

Morning'; Rain.
Evening; About 2000 birds on the rookery. The
jumpy. The noise
of a boat or anything and they would foy-_.ur.;p. .........,......"""t"i··•"..-,., eavy rain storms.

Date......... J.uly. ....23............................................................... ..

Morning; 8 Spoonbills.
Evening; White Ibis 2190; American Egret, 120; Louisiana Heron, 185; Little
Blue Heron, 25; Snowy Egret, 275; Total, 2795. Scattered h ea~ rain
storms.
Date............. ~~Y. ... ?.~ . . . ...... .............. . . ... ... . . .................... .

Morning; 7 Spoonbill.
Evening; 6515 White Ibis with the other birds the same.
rain storms.

Scattered heavy

Date..........~?..~1......?..~ ......... . . . . ........................... . . ............. .

Morning; 8 Spoonbill.
Evening; White Ibis, 7240; American Egret, 145; Louisiana Heron, 120;
Little Blue Heron, 25; Snowy Egret, 780; Total, 8510. Eba ttered
h eavy rain storms.
Date...........J.:µJY ....?~L . . . ...... ....... ........................ ........... . ....

8 Spoonbill.
Evening; White Ibis, 10655; American Egret, 205; Louisiana Heron, 95;
Litt le
eron, oq Snowy Egret, 700; Total, 11685. Rain.

~ning;

Date ...........J.uly ... 27. ...............................................................

Each warden sign or initial here:

Morning; 7 Spoonbill.
Evening; 4000 birds on the rookery, 8000 on Bird Keys
..::1.
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .........Fakahat.ohee···Bay ............................................................... STATE............. ~1.9.*.J.4.~............................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES.............. J..UlY..... 2.6.::'.'.... A~.e.t. ....5.,.....l.9..~..~L.._
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date........ ;!::U.:+.Y....?.f3..................................................................

Off

Date........ J.uly..... 2.9.................................................................

Morning ; 7 Spoonbill.
Evening; White Ibis, 12000; American F.gret, 400; Louisiana Heron, 200;
Little Blue Heron, 25; Snowy Egret, 700; Total, 15525. Scattered
heavy rain storms.
Date........ ~'9-JY.....9-.9. . . .............................................................

Morning; Rain.
Evening; Rain .

About 14000 birds.

Date........ ~~~.Y.. ....~.~ ······························ ···································

Morning; 7 Spoonbill.
Evening; Very hard rain and high wind.
area.

The birds roosted all over the

Date.........~~g.~.~~ ... :J.: .............................................................

Morning; 28 Spoonbill.
Evening; 15560 White Ibis; 585 American F.gret; 510 Louisiana Heron; 50
Little Blue Heron; 900 Snowy Egret; 17405 Total. Scattered showers.

Date......... :'\.~~!?..~....?..............................................................

Morning; 9 Spoonbill.
Evening ; 16000 birds stayed on Bird Keys, 4000 on the Rookery.
heavy rain storms. 8 small boats fishing in t he area.

Date.......... Aµgµ.~.t.. ...~ ........................................................... .

Morning; 7 Spoonbill.
Evening; 21000 birds.
2M·3· 1111-CP
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) ..........F.~~-®-~t.Ghe..e ...B..ay............................................................... STATE ............. .Flor.icla...........................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES................~~~.~~.... ~:....~~.~.~....~Q1.....f.:~~~
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.............~~-~~....~............................................................ .

Morning; Rain.
Evening; White Ibis, 17910; American Egret, 605; Louisiana Herem,; 435;
Little Blue Heron, 40; Snowy Egret; 1260; Total, 20250. Scattered
heavy rain storms. Moderate East wind.
Date.........August ....5 .............................................................

Morning; Off.
Evening; Off.

Date........ A~g:~~.~.:t....~ . ............................... ......................... . .

Morning; 5 Spoonbill.
Evening; It was very windy and rainey.
area.

The bifds roosted all over the

Date ........ A~g~.~.~ ....7-..................................................... ...... .. .

Morning; 5 Spoonbill.
Evening; I gave assistance to a broken down boat in the area by replacing
a shear pin for them. 21500 birds.
Dat e ........ ~~g·~·~t ...~ ..............................................................

Morning; 6 Spoonbill.
Evening; Motor trouble.

Date ......~~g·~-~~ ....~ ............................................................ ..

Motor trouble.

Date....... .A~~~.~ . . ~.9 ..........................................................

Each warden sign or initial here:

Morning; Motor trouble.
Evening; Obtained parts and repairs made.

18500 birds

~/~·./
.........................................................................~

................AJ:P..;t.n... R.~ ....G.~r.i.sh...............................
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INCLUSIVE DATES............A'l!g!:l:.~.~ ....f.:~.:::..J'.!..1..... 1:~.~~................. .... _
NOTE:

R eport weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken alon g. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.....Aµgµ~t. ... l.l. ............................................................

Morning ; 6 S~oonbill.
Evening; White Ibis, 14405; American F.gret, 500; Louisiana Heron, 470;
Little lue Heron, 100; Snowy Egret, 1920; Total, 16675.
Date..... .Agg¥.~t...J .?.................................................. ............

Morning; 6 Spoonbill.
Evening; White Ibis, 15200; American Egret 465 ; Louisiana Heron, 410;
Little B
eron, 125; Snowy Egret, 1985; Total, 16185. Light wind
and rain.
Date......!\.:µ,g,µ ,§t... J.~........................................................... ..

Morning; Rain.
Evening; Jack Best went out with me. The bird count was White Ibis, 12950;
American Egret, 600; Snowy F.gret, 1950; Louisiana Heron, 500, Total,
15800.
Date...... August ...14............................................................ .

Morning; No Spoonbill .
Evening; 8ff

Date..........1:1.~ .S..!'..J.~ ............... ....................... ......................

Morning; Off
Evening; There were 5 commercial fishing boats were moving in and out of
1005; American Egret, 590; Louisiana Heron, 570;
the area.
Little Blue
Snowy Egret, 2145.
Date ...... 4.1,lgµ~t. . . :l,!?.... .........................................................

Morning; No Spoonbill.
Evening; 5 commercial fishing boats in the area. A pleasure boat was
anchored in the ~ay and the people were taking pictures of the birds.
There were 16000 birds.
Date ........Augus.t....17............................................................

Morning; No Spoonbill.
Evening; 15000 birds.
2M·3·156·CP
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .......Faka.ha.t.c.h.e.e. ..J;l.~y ................................................................. STATE ............fl.Q.r.l®.: .............................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES.............AYIDJ:.lii.t.... .l~.:::.?..~.t .....1~.§.~ ........................_
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date........A:u...g:i:t.?..~ ...1.:~. . . . .......... . . ...... ......... . . ...... . ... . .......

Morning; No Spoonbill.
Evening; Heavy rain and high wind made a count impossible.

Date...................................................................................................

Morning; No Spoonbill. Everything normal.
Evening; The .Egrets are comming in from the Horth-West and are staying
on the Bird Keys. The Ibis are comming in from the West and North
with 4000 going to the rookery and the rest going to the Bird Keys.
Date....... August....20.......................................................... .

Morning; No Spoonbill. Everything normal.
Evening; White Ibis, 12720; American Egret, 610; Louisiana Heron, 550;
Litt~e Blue Heron, 100; Snowy Egret, 2205; Total, 15985.
Date.......J:µgµ,;?.t.... ?..l........................ ......... ........ .......... ...... ..

Morning; Everyting normal.
Evaing ; White Ibis, 10455; American Egr et, 670, Louisiana Heron, 290;
Little Blue Heron, 100; Snowy Egret, 2555; Total, 15850.

Date...... ../\.;iJgus.t....2.2.......................................................... .

Morning; Everything normal.
Evening; Overcast with a moderate North wind.

12000 birds in the area.

Date ........ .J.JJ.g:U.~.t.... 2.3......................................................... .

Morning; Everything normal.
Evening; White Ibis, 8590; American Egret, 725; Louisiana Heron, 500;
Little Blue Heron, 70; Snowy Egret, 2580; Total, 11865.
Date ......... Augus.t ....24. ........................................................ .

Off

Each warden sign or initial here:
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area} .......f§..:\!;@~t.G.h.~~....fl.~Y. . ..... .......................................................... STATE .......... ..¥.~.9.±.t.4.~ .................................. ...........................................
INCLUSIVE DATES............. AIJ:gµ_~:t.....2.~.::-:.Ql.1.....1.~.!?..~ ........................_
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date....... A"µgµ§.t.. ... f.P. .... ........................ ...... .........................

Morning; Everything normal.
Evening; White Ibis , 9220; American Egret, 790; Louisiana Heron, 565 ;
Little Baue Heron, 50; Snowy Egret, 2470; Total , 10895 . Two commercial
fishing boats in the area .

Morning; Everything normal.
Evening; 1000 birds stay on the rookery . The rest stay on The Bird Keys .
Scattered heavy rain storms with moderate winds .

Date...... Jµg~§.t ....2.7.............................................................

Morning; Everything normal .
Evening; 10000 birds on the Bird Keys and 1000 on the rookery .
commercial fishing boats in the area .

Two

Date....... Al+g:iJ..~.t....2.6. ......................................................... .

Off

Date........~1:?:~.~Y..... .?.~...........................................................

Morning; Everything normal .
Evening; 10000 birds in the area.
party boat in the area .

Two commercial fishing boats ind one

Date.................. Aµg_~_E.l:f:i.....QQ................................................

Morning; Ever;jthing normal .
Evening; White Ibis, 6600; American Egret, 940; Lou~siana Heron, 695;
Little Blue Heron , 50; Snowy Egret, 2405; Total , 10670.

Date ....... .Angus.t....51 ........................................................ .

Morning; Everything normal.
Evening; 9000 birds in the area.

Each warden sign or initial here:
.......Alb.in ... R.•.....!1.~r..i.i?.h.. ........................................

. £.L~.4.. ....,~!.!.~6.:
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
ll30 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or genM:~ aJ~h···th~~~~?<?.~f:·ii·~~f~bQ" ..................................................STATE ............f..+..9.r..~4.~.............................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES.............................................................................................- ....·NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date......~Y...J.~h .......: :-.......~.9.9.K ..1?..Q~:t: . ..~.~~gret" from Tavernier to Everglades City with Bill Hamway 0

Gased at Fl~ngo 14.8 gal . ·veather cloudy and rain, in fact it rained all the way.
St ayed overnight in Eglades .

Date..... ~.~... .?..£~.~

glades .

. . . ..':'.:. . . !.~.~-~!-....~g ...!¢:.~

Returned toEver~

to get Typewriter and a few personal items.

..

Date... J~~ J:~~--~. . ......: :-. .....¥.Y.:....f..~.~-!-. ..P.J:ght at Fakahatchee - No birds using roost to s peak of yet 0
3Q v'hite Ibis came into roost . There are ...::_!ew Brown Pelicans and Cormorants roosting

on one small island. No boats in :i.rea .
Fakahatchee for the night .

Weather cloudy ·with s qualls.

Tied up at

Date..... J.:lJD.~.... ~n~ . ..... ::::..... Y..~.nt. ...:t..9....~gl@:Q.es for patteries and coupling and anchor line .

the same. No boats in area .
the night .

eather cloudy with s qualls .

Date.....~.'!:lP:~ ....:?..~9: . .....'.:'.'.......... ~.!-.g.~....~~----~-~~e in birds.

area .

Birds still
Tied up at Fakahatchee for

No change inweather either.
Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night .

Date ..... ~.'WJ:~....4~h ...... .: :-.. ....YrE:l.n~ ... .~.2 ...~g;!,.~g.es for gas 29 gal .

No boats in

Returned to Fakahatchee . Slight inc:raase
in birds tonight, ._20 White Ibis, 7 Amer . Egnets , 35 L. Heron, 20 Snowy Egrets and there
are still about 20 each Cormorants and B. Pelicans nesting . Two boats in area fishing .
V'leather cloudy a nd fair . Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night .

Date ........ J..un~....5t.h.......:::-.......N.9.... P:9.~.~~.~P.+..~ change in birds tonight .

No boats in area . ~ ' eather fair and partly cloudy .
Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night .

2M·3· 118-CP
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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INCLUSIVE DATES....~:Y.11~.....2~.h....~.~~...~E.;!~ ....~.?.!'..~.z.... !.:2.~0

. . . .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...STATE. ....... ..:li.'.~.?.~.~~ ...............................................................................

NOTE:

~eport.

weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or. pa~ts purchased or taken aboard; numhe~s and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with m sanctuary areas or taken along. Ment10n any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or ot.her wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.....!!.JID.~ . . 9.:11.D.........:7....... e.t..=!J.,+..... nQ....P..?.:r.g~ coming in to speak of, birds still the same .

Afew Ibis
are passing by now, but are not stopping, looks if they are headed for bird key .
No boats in area .
eather fair and partly cloudy with winds from the S . W. at 8 to
10 MPH . Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night .

. .. .

Date.....~~~.... .7Y..h. ......:::.......~.?.~n~

~ '?....#..g.~~.~~s for some supplies and wat er . Re t urned t o Fakaha.t chee . •
Birds that came into roost wereJQ ·hite Ibis, 13 Amer . Egrets, 36 L. Heron, 25 Snayy
Egrets . Still about 20 each B. Pelicans and Cormorants . No boats in area . leather
cloudy with s qualls and winds from the S . • at 5 to 8 MPH . Tied up at Fakahatchee
for the night .

Date.....~Y.:P.~.....$.Y..h....... :::...... ~ ...~P.:~.... !-.9.....~~~..

Stayed overnight im Miami o

Date.........~~~.... 9..~ .~. . . ..':... ~~.~~~.~. . ~.?. . . ~~lades and F akahat chee .

Things getting better, birds thit
came into roost were 125 ihite Ibis, 5 Amer Egrets, 35 L . Heron, 30 Snowy Egrets ani
17 Little Blue Herons . -Tuis are coming in from the North and orthwest . No boats.
in area during flight .
eather rain and cloudy with winds from the west at 5 MPH .
Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night .

Date.........~~.~ ....+.O.~.h.......:::... .......~.9. ....~h.~n:g.~ ....in birds t hat

I can see, but a change in the weather, rts
raining cats and dogs, can hardly see the islands, winds from 20 to 25 MPH . - No beats
in area that I can see. - Tied up at .l<'akahatchee for the night.

Date ........ ~\m~....U.t.b........'.'.':........... ~.nt. ....~9... ..:!!~. g.+.:ades for gas

14 . 8 gal . Things looki ng bet ter, bir ds tfui
came in were 220 ihite Ibis, 5 Amer Egrets, 25 Snowy .Egrets, 55 L . Heron and 15 Little
Blue Heron. Now have about 30 B. Pelicans and 50 Cormorants. 2 vfhite Pelicans passed
over headed Southwest. Two boats in area.m on far side of bay fishing .
Weather faiLr
and clear winds from N. E. at 20 MPH . Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night.

Date .......... J..une....l2t.h......... :::: ...........@nt.. . t..9.. .Jj!glades then to Duck Rock to

see how many birds were coming in there . A
t l_.5..,,000
hite Ibis coming in and about 300 an-0...liar bi~ds around
'Rock .
Returned to Eglades at 9: 20 PM . Stayed overnight
in Egla des .
2M·3 -!ltl-CP
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Date........~.~~ ....!.?~.~....... : : . . . .~.~~.~~~.~.5.?... f'aka hatc hee .

Birds that ca.me into roost were 2 2 /hite Ibis ,
7 Amer . Egrets , 39 Snowy Egrets , 89 L. Heron, 5 Amer . Egrets using old roost E.u:t Southeast of Fakahatchee 'Island . No boats in area during flight .
·eather fair and clear
winds from the west at 10 to 12 .MPH. Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night .

Date........~~.~ ....+.4.1?..h..... . :::: ..........~.s>.....~.~.~!.!:€;~.... ~ no of bi rds coming i n .

moved up to new roost .
the night .

Date........~~.~... J.?.~.?.

5 Amer .

No boats in area during flight .

Egrets using roost hMe.
Tied up at Fakahatchee for

. . . .:...~. .~?.~.J.?.....~.~f~?es

ent to auls Boat Supply
anchor light .

then t o Mia.nu. . Stayed overnight in ia.rni .
for 2 qts of paint, 2 light bulbs, and 1 glass globe

fer

Date........!l..w.i.~ ....+.9.~.h.......::::.......~.~:!;..~P.:~.9: ....'!:'. s>.. ~glades .

Birds that came i nto roost were JOO White ibis ,
rest of birds about the same as the 13th. No boats in area during flight .
eatlier
fair and partly cloudy with s qualls late in the evening, winds from the N. • at 7
to 10
H. Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night .

Date........ ~P.n~....+.7t..h....... ::::...... ..... ~.P.-~.... :!;..Q....~.g~!i-des for water .

same as last night , no noticable change .
for t he night .

Returned to Fakahatchee . Birds about tha
1 boat in area .
Tied up a.t Faka.hatchee

Date.........J..'\.:ID..~ ...l®.h....... :-... ..... ~.~!-.... !-.~. . ~.g!.:~?-es f or gas

28.1 gal. Al so t o t ake Mr . Kansl er t o Duck Ro&
which w s authorized by Shirley iller and Betty 11 ood .
Show good at . Duck Rock abw t
18,ooo hite Ibis coming in now . Have o e suggestion to make a one who wants to t\ike
pictures at Duck Rock should notify the verglades National Park even if they are doing
it for the Society . Returned to glades , stayed overnight in Eglades .

Date..........J.:im.~ ...J9.t.h... ....'.'.'.'....~~.'!:'.~.~~.9.....~.<?.. ..fakahat chee .

Bi rds that came
were 700 White Ibis, 85 L. Heron, 42 Snowy Egrets , 5 Amer .
Egrets, also 1 Gt . Blue in rea . Most of birds came from
the North and Northwest . No boats in area . Veather Cloud
and rain, .with winds from the N . f . at 5 MPH . Tied up at
2M-~ak,a.batche ~£hwa4dwwIDr Niet to avoid crowding)
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Date...........~.\m~....~.h........7:7..............................................

No change in number of birds coming into roost . No boats in area . leather cloudy
with rain all evening . Boat leaks over bunk in two spots , everything wet and damp.
llm Tied up at lbmk Fakaha.tchee for the night .

Date...... ~.~!::.... ?+.~.'!?..~........:::-.......... .....................................

ent to Eglade's for caulking compound and gas 23 . 1 gal.
Returned to Fakahatc:tee.
No count tonight, trying to plug leaks in cabin top . Think I have them pluged, 'tut
will know for sure next time it rains . No boats in area . Weather fair and clear
with winds from the N. f . at 5 MPH . Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night .

Date......!l.1ID.~ .... Z.2n.9..~..........................................................

ent to Egldes on way to Miami .

Stayed overnight in Miami .

~~:\;~f~t-0···Taveriiie·r. .with .r'aul Drummond to take

Date..........

the tours .

boat "Ibis" over to Eglade s for
Arrived in Eglades in late afternoon . Stayed overnight in Eglades .

Date.............~.'l:ID.~....?4~.h.L .......................................... ... . .

Returned to Fakaha.tchee . Birds that came into roost were 1 000 hite Ibis , 105
L . Heron, 21 Amer . Egrets , 60 Snowy Egrets and about 50 Cormorants and 35 B. Pelicans.
1 poonbill passed over headed south . No boa.ts in area .
eather partly cloudy and
fair with winds from the N. o at 3 to 5 H. Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night.

J une 25th.
D ate ...................
T.our ...n1ght·~··················· ·····················

Date ..........J..\ID~. . 5.9.i-.h.~ ......................................................

No change in birds . One boat in area which depart
about middle of flight . - leather fair and partly cloudy .
Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night o
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Date........~~~.....?.7.~.~....... ............ ........................... ...........

Ca.me down with beautiful cold, plus a. good case of flu o Going to
Doctor .
Stayed overnight in ia.mi .

iami to

Date........... J.:un~ ....z.at..h.~ .....................................................

\ '

Doctor said to stay off boat till I got rid of flu and cold.
lso found tila..t
I have t'he same tlood condition I had l ast summer and the summer before • . ill.ha~e
to remain i n 1ia.mi f ortreatment til l e.bout the middle of July o
orked l.Il hlam..1.
office except for four days which should be charged as sick leave .
ill return to
Eglades tomorrow July 15th.

Date.................................................................................................. .

Date...................................................................................................

Date...................................................................................................

Date ...................................................................................................

Date.................................................................................................. .

2,,..s.se-cP
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Date...........!I:ulY.....l.5.t..l:t........................................................

Returned to Eglades , and Fakahatchee . Birds that ca.me into roost were ~l::..<-,j,......._
lhite Ibis , 200 L . Heron, 100 Li.ttle Blue, 125 Snowy Egrets, 31 Amer . Egrets .
Some of tne Comorants and B. Pelicans have left, only about a5 of each left,
~mas if only the nesting ones are left . Heavy flights from Northwest and
>iest , with small groups from Ea.st , S . E ., S . ~· • and North . 2 boats in S. E . sect;.
of Ba • feather fair and artl clou with s ualls . Tied u at Fakahatchee for nite o

Date.............. ~.W.Y. .. J.7~.h.....................................................

Nent to Corkscrew with tour, returned to Eglades and Fakahatchee . Birds still
about the same as the 15th. No boats in are·a. Veather cloudy with squalls and
winds varixble at 7 to 8 MPH. Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night .

Date................................................................................................. ..

Date...................................................................................................

Date...................................................................................................

Date.................................................................................................. .

Each warden sign or initial here:

. . . . ... . . . . . .... . . . . ......~. . l~
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date............~:ulY.. .l$.t.b. . .....................................................

went to Eglades . Returned to Fakahatchee . Birds that came into roost wer 14 . ·000
{bite Ibis, 300 L. Heron, 47 Amer . Egrets~ 150 Little Blue Heron, 150 Snowy Egrets .
Rea~ flights from Northwest and North between 7 and 7:30 PM .
No boats in area.
~1eat'her air and partly cloudy with winds g to 10 MPH from the N. E.
Tied up at
akahatchee for the night.

Date.................. ~Y.....~.~-~.! .................................................

ent to Eglades for gas 2S gal .

Caught bus to

iami .

Stayed overnight in

iami.

Date...................c!.~Y.. . ?.~.h .!.................. . . ...................... .

In iami .

Stayed overnight .

Date...................~.'!:l+.Y..... ?.J::!?.~.~ .............. ............ ................. .

Returned to Eglades and Fakahatchee . Birds that came into roost were 1 000
\ hite Ibis , 1S6 Amer . Egrets , 159 L. Blue , 160 Snowy Egrets . 1 Swallow-tailed Kite
over Fakahatchee Island . Heavy flights still from North and Northwest between arrl
7:30 M.
eather cloudy with squalls and winds 5 to g MPH from the S . W.
No boats
in area . Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night.

-r

Date....................... ~.'!:l+.Y.... ?.?.I.l.~.~ .... ................................... ..

vent to Eglades and returned .
No noticable change in birds o
No boats in area .
Tied up at Fa.kahatchee for the night .

Date..................c!.1:l:J.:Y. ....?.3.:r.4..~. ...... ........................ ...............

ent to Eglades for gas 29 . 9 gal •

Date..........J..~

..

. ... . . .'. :..' .. . .

Tour night .

?.4~.h.~
~.~~.~-~~-~Lto Fakahatchee . Still 15, 00 w ·
Ibis, 191 Amer . Egrets, 1$7 Snowy Egrets , lSO Little Blue .
5 Swallow- tailed Kites in area . One boat passed thru
during flight . Weather Cl oudy with squalls, winds g to 10
H. Tied up Fakahatchee for the night ,

2M · 3 · 118·CP
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Date.......... ~.~Y..... ?.?.~.~. . . ..'.:. . ... ... . .................................

~ ent to Eglades and returned to Fakahatchee .
Birds that came into roost were
J.5,.000 1v hite Ibis, JOO L, Heron, 215 Amer . Egrets, 200 Snowy Egrets , 150 Little Bl\le
He on . Birds are using 4 islands now all north of the Fish house . Heavy flights from
the est an
ortnwest between 1 and 7:30 M.
o boats in area during flight .
Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night .

Date.............~.~ ....?.$.Y..h. ... .::::. . ...................................... .
~ ent to Eglades for gas

64.3 gal. No change in birds except for 1 Gt . Blue
Heron and 1 Osprey on island . No boats in area during flight . foather same as last
night part. y cloud'y and fair with squalls in late evening .
Tied up at Fakahatchee
for the night .

Date............. ~.~.... ?7.~.~....... .': : ........... .......... .....................

11Vent to Eglades on way to

iami.

Stayed overnight in Miami .

Date.............J.:l.iJ.Y..... 6.$.t..h ...... :::: .......................................... .

Weather to bad did not go out tonight .
Eglades.

Brenda in area .

Stayed overnight in

Date................ ~~ ....?.9..~!:'!: ....... : :'. .......................................

ent out . Still windy and raJ..IU.ng . Birds scattered around leeward side of
bay . The islands they roost on are so thin that they offer no protection from the
wind or rain .
inds about 25 to 30 MPH . Tiedup at Fakahatchee for the night .

Date .............~.aj.Y..J9Y..h........':::........... . ..............................

lent out. Still windy and raining , heavy squalls during flight time .
Rain so hard couldn ' t see the islands 25 yards away . Birds still scattered as
far as I know . No boats in area (that I know of) . Tied up at Fakahatchee for
the night .

~~nf~6~t. ~.:. . .Bi'rcfa. . are. . .ii.ot

yet up to par only about
10,000 ihite Ibis came in. Other birds about the same as
the 25th . No boats in area . Weather cloudy with squalls,
winds 8 to 10 MPH . Tied up at akahatchee for the night .

Date .. .........

2 M ·3· !111 -CP
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Date........... A.~~.t. .... +~~

. . . .'. '. . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . ..

Went to Eglades for gas 24 .7 gal.
Birds that Ctf.ffie into roost were 10, 000
white Ibis, 250 L. Heron, 200 Amer . Egrets , 100 Little Blue , 175 Snowy Egrets .
1 Gt . Blue on Island .
Birds now using 1 island due East of Fakahatchee Ilsand
and 4 islands north of the fishhouse . Heavy flights from the East between 7 and
7: 30 P • o boats in area during flight . Weather partly cloudy and squalls with
winds from the s . W. at 5 to 8 MPH . Tied up at Fakahatchee For the night .

Date .............. :ug:u1?..t. . ..Zrnt.........::-: .............. .......................

night .

No change in birds tonight . No boats in area .
Tied up at 1''akahatchee for the night .

Date.......... A~.~~.~

... .?.:A.~ . .. . .:.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

font to Eglades on way to

iami.

~v eather

about the same as last

Stayed overnight im Miami .

Date............... :ygµ§.t. ....4.t.h ..........":::.....................................

eturned to Eglades and Fakahatchee . Birds that ca.me into night were 9, 500 hite
Ibis , 275 L. Heron, 200 Amer . Egrets , 100 Little Blue , 190 Snowy Egrets . Cormorants
and B. Pelicans have moved down to the isle east of Fakahatchee with the exceptionof
about 15 which are still nesting . No boats in area . Weather fair and clear with almost no wind .
Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night .

Date........A~~~.~ ....?.~.h.~ ........ ~. . . ........... ........... ..... . . . .
¥

eather bad did not go out tonight .

Stayed overnight in Eglades .

Date ........../i..Y,g:U.,~~.... ?..~.h.~ .... :::: .......~.......... ............

Got gas 12 . 3 gal .

Tour night .

Date......... A:ugus.t...... ?.t..b.,. . ......::....... .+.P.J.§l. ...gr9.ped

off again only about 8, 000
coming in other birds about the same . ieahter cloudy and
squalls , winds from S . E. at 5 to 10 MPH . No boats in
area. Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night .

2 M -3-IU5·CP
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Date...........Aµgµ.~.'t. .... $.t.h....... :::: ......... ................................

Went to Eglades and returned to Fakahatchee . Birds still about the same as the
?th, 8, 000 hite Ibis, 275 L. Heron, 200 Amer . grets , 100 Little Blue, 175 Snowy Egrets .
4 Spoonbill on isle due east of Fakahatchee Island . No Boats in are during flight .
eather partly cloudy with squalls and winds from the Southwest between 3 and 5 H.
Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night .

Date.......... A:µ,gµ.§°t. ....9.."t.h . .....::..........................................

ent to Eglades for gas 68 .7gal , and batteries for radio and flashlight . Birds
still about the s ame as last night except no spoonbill. No boats in area during flight .
' eather partly cloudy and f~ir (no squalls till dark) with winds from the Southwest at
7 iPH . Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night.

Date...............lJK\+.§:\1...19:!1.h....... ::':'. .......... ..........................

ent to Egl.a.des on way to

iami.

Stayed overnight in

ami.

Date...........AJJg1J§.t. ....JJ.:t.h....... ::::....................... ..............

Returned to Eglades and Fakaha tchee . Ibis ha.ve dropped off again about 7, 500
came in. Other birds still about the same as the Stlh. Heavy flights corning in from
the East between 7 and 7: 30 PM . No boats in area during flight. feather fair and
almost clear with winds f rom the west at 10 to 12 MPH. Tied up at Fakahatchee for
the night .

Date....... .AiJ:gµ.?..~ ...+..?.~h.......: ':'............... ..........................

Ibis still dropping about 7,000 came into night. The other birds are still holding up and still about the same as on the 8th. No boats in area during flight .
eather
partly cloudy with squalls and winds f rom the Southwest about 10 MPH . Tied up at
Fakahatchee for the night .

Date................ :µgµ.§."t. ... JJ.:t.h...... .::::..... ...............................

ent to Eglades for gas 27 gal, l qt terpentine .

Date ........... :i,+g:µ§t....14.t.h.!........ ::::....... ~.t.I.:9.~ .... ~.~ill

Tour night .

dropping a ou
,
is .
Other birds still about the same . No boats in area .
eather cloudy and rain and winds xarxtkt var. at 12 to 15
MPH . Tied up at Fakah~t chee f or the night .

2M·3-58-CP
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Date........A:gg~~~.....1.:.5..~h ..... . '.'.'.'. ........................................
iflent to Eglades for gas 50 . 9 gal.

Returned to Fakahatchee . Birds that came
in to roost were 5,00
h~te Ibis, 225 L. Heron 175 Amer . ~grets , 200 unowy ~grets,
rnd 1.30 L. Blue Heron, lus l t. jjlUe Heron and 1 sprey on .Lsland. 'l'wo boats in
during flight, both on the northea st section ol t e ay fishing . ~~ e ather partly
cloudy with squalls a nd winds f rom the Southwest between g to 10 MPH. 'r ied up at
.it'aka.ha tchee for the night .

area

Date....... A.llg~.;rt....;!/?.t..h... .....:'.'.'. . ....... . .......... ............. .....

~ ent to Egladesand returned to J:o'akahatchee .
Ibis still dropping other birds
about the same as l ast ni£ht . No boats in area during flight.
eather partly cloudy
and fair with winds f rom the Southwest at g to 10
H. Tied up at Fakahatchee for
the night .

Date........... ~g.~.~.~ ....~7.~.h.......::.......... ......... . . . ............. .

ent to Egl ade s on ·way to Iiarni .

Stayed overnight in

ami.

Date....... Aµgµ,~.t.....1$.t..h.... ....'.'.'. ...........R.~t..igg~.~t to Egla des and Fakahatchee .

.El:!:.9s that came into roost
were 2,000 ~hite Ibis, 200 L. Heron l50 Amer . Egrets, 225 Snowy Eerets , 150 Little Blw
Her on, plus 15 Cormorants a.nd lO ~ . Pelicans .
'o nesting birds on islands north of the
Fishhouse .
Birds still using ilands due ea st of Fakahatche
sland .
1ow boats nassd
t hru during f l ight . Weather fair and cloudy with 1 inds from the Southwest at 10 to l2
MPH. Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night .

Date............~~.~.:\;.... ~.9t..h........:::. ...... ...... ...........................

Ibis still dropping, 25 urple ~~rtins assed over heading South also 1 Spoon~ ea ther about the same as
bill passed over .
No boats in area during flight .
night .
ied up at Fakahatchee for the night .

Date .......... µgµ~.t......?O.t.h .......:'.'.'....................................... ..

No count tonight, heavy squalls in area .
Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night .

No boats in area .

Date ...... .A:µgµ~t ...?+.e..t. . :::. . . . . .e.'!?..P. ~ . . ~P.~:u.t_! , 5000' hite Ibis comin€1 i n

to roost , other birds about the same as the lgth. Heavy fligh s Each warden sign or initial here:
coming in from the east between 7 and 7: 30 PM . Two boats at
the old fish house . ·leather partly cloudy and squalls, winds
from s . E . 5 to g MPH . Tied up at Fakahatchee for the night .
(Use additio114l sheet to avoid crowding)
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Date...........J.J.v.. . 15.1....l.~.l..............................................

Departed Tavernier, Fla. tor ETergladea cit71 with
Bill BeatJ' and Dave Koller. Arrived 1"1 •mi ngo 12: 30 Pll - departed fi••' ngo 1: 30 FM:
stopping again at Duck Rock - aw about 200 White Ibis CGM in - contilm9d on to
ITergl.adee arriviag at 7: 00 PK. Bought gas at Flud.ngo 15 5/10 gal. Returned to
M1 aal Oil the 10: S0 ~- •

Date..........~....~~-~ .... ~@.............................................

In Miami - atqed overnight in Miaai.

Date.........~ ...i7..... l94l..............................................

Returned to ETergladea.
First trip out to Falrabatcbee,
no bircla uaing rookei7.
Few birde scattered around bq, nothing to speak of.
The duage to tba roote17 b7 hvricane "Donna• •• ver, light, tope of & few trees
broken ott. Overnight at l'atabatcbee.

Date.........~....~...... l~l...............................................

Returned to lgladee tor P.• 28 gal, 2qta oil, &DI -i>•
Checked around town tor nna ot bircla in Paka.batchee ana. lone reported except tor
East ·River (Creek) and it. is impossible to get up dve to the hurricane.
Stqed cwernight in Egladea •

Date........ ~ ...19.. ...19.61...............................................

We?J,t to l akahatchee Bq 2: 30 Pll, then tried to get up
Ea.et RiTer got part ot the wq ..,, but no birds in area, auat be further up near tbe
trail, aleo went part wq up ranu.tcbM Rinr, aa tar ae I coW.d get with the big
boat, no birde in area at all. Returned to Fakahatchee, no bird• using rookr)'. Still
aal7 a tn scattered around northwest part ot bq. No lfbit.e Ibis. - Stqed Ol'ernight
at t &kahatchee.

Date ....... ~ ....~.~.....1941...............................................

Returned to Egladee and ~ught b11a to M1ami to pick up
sOM pa.int tor the boat 2 qte and pick up acne parts to repair arr star•• Stqed werMight 1n M1u1..

Date.........)(q.....211 ....19.61...............................................

In :Uiald. moat.

t the

dq

Returned to Egl.adea at 4 PJl - Sta7ed OV'ernight 1n Egladea.

2M·ll·!lll· CI'
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M&Y. .,., 1961
Worked on boat meat of t&t Li f1111ng CHUI 6ti tM
Date.c ab1b
...~fid ·aro1mcr. ·cabinj....ae· it leake. Went out to Fabbatchee at 4 PK, acme biria
~ng ewer bq but none roosting at FakabatchM, J10at ot t.he birds tl1ing ewer
were Sn0W7 Egreta, Louisiana and Litt.le Bl• Herons. The area needa more rain
and then the birds eh01ll.d atart uaing Fakahatchee Bq to rooet.
Stqed wernight
at Fakahatchee.
Date ..... Mv.. . 23., ....1941..................................... . ..........

Went to Bvergl.adee to get nppllea and 6 qt.a oil, acrna,
and plaaticwood. Changed oil in boat while in EYergladea. Went 11p to Fahb. Union
Bq t.o aee it UJ7 birds were rooating up there, didaot. tind UJT• Returned to Pabht.tcbM
et.ill no birds 1111ng 18l.and. Stqed OYernight at Fakaba.tche••

Date ..... ¥..e.1.: ....~.......~~.l..................................................

Went to EYergladea tor tlaablight and batteri••• Tock ancl
went acres• Fak:Uatchee to Fabka Union Bq dam through S&ntia Bq, around Di-1.
Kq to F011r Brother Iq then en to Panther ICq then back to Indian lq Paee back to
lvergl.&4ea arriving about 8;30 PK.
Ot the Area 1 checked i did not aee a:q large
groups ot birds nor did I aee &DJ' biria roosting on &IJ1' ot the tq• in the area.
St&Jed wernight in ETerglades. Also got gae 24 9/10 gal, glwea and aand paper.

Date .....lu.:....~S., ....l.9'.l .................................................

Departed EYergl.&dea and. went lip Fvguon RiT•r ae tar aa
the tir.t big MJ' before 7ou enter 1"erguon Bq. Here tm angrGYe giTe• wq to the
prairie. In t.hi• area I on1J eaw 12 1'01IDI White Ibi•, no ether bird• ill area. Started
to return te 1"alr&hatchee bq but tide had droped •• l • I could not. get wer And bar
that croaaea ri•er abo11\ bal.t wq up.
Stq'ed cwendght in Ferguson RiYer.

Date.......~ ....~.. ....l .9 '.l .................................................

Returned to ETerglade• and caqht. 'ue to

Stqed wernight in Mi&ld..

ililil.

Returned t.o EYergladee. Went up to F&kahatobH 1 •till
no birds using rooat..
There are about. 15 or 20 SDOllJ' Egrets using tree a on north
ot bq. We still need rain to bring the bircla into tbe area. Stqed OYeraight at.
Fakabatchee.

Date.......¥.aJ,: .. 27.,....196.1................................................

•id•

Date.... ¥11.: ....~~. .... l..9.~l ........................ !~~~.... ~~.

colli.ng in •

-

Duck Rook to aee wb& t blrda we
colDlt was 3,900 White Dia, 780 L. Beroa,

880 S1tOll7 lartt•, 1'6 Amer. l~ta, 360 Little Bl111, There
were abwt "JViJ B. Pelloau, 2.50 Coraorant•, 300 Mu-0-War
around island. Birds neating 150 CoIW>ranta, 100 pelieaaa
•ftd about 7_1i Ee.ta t Bet.h A.. .r
• C OW m,1) Tied 11p at Duck
2M·3·W-l!J'
lJse 'rJi:til,itwmz"f sli,eef"Tii alioiiJ
ror the night.

SR!f
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Date........~ ... ~~ .... ~?~~ . . . . ................ . . ...................

"-1.·· ·™·t .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . ..

Date........~....

&et.urned to Bvergl.adee and caught 'bu to
Stqed OYernigbt 1n l(iaa1 •

Still in lliud., Stqed OYernigkt

Mj m

•

in MJawl,

Returned to BYerglaclea, 01i£ a\ r&i&b&toiiH iii iEID no
biN• uing the iel&ncle. .l t• aore are eoatterecl about, t.be bq.
Look• lib a ooupl.9
hmdred bird• are uing two la1tee between Pakabatobee Mj'l·•M liffl" and Pahk& Unian Bq
it th8.r an tber i• no wq to get to th• bT boa\,
Stqed Of'ernight at Pab.batchM.

Date........lv.... .3.11.....l'4.i .................. ..............................

Date........ '1~ ...l~ ....l9'l.................................................

Returned to Everglad••·
TOlilili\ I ran up \o hli& UD!an
Saw onq 6 'birds in &rM 2 Conaornata, i · pelioaa,
.3 L. Heron. &et.urned to Pak&hatohee Bq. Saw t.w fiight• ot White Ibi• ~ OYer
heading t.Olfard the Park, either goiag to Bird l q or eOM other ieland in tbe Park,
Still no birds uing Pakahatchee. Was tal:k'ng t.o aome ot \he &Uide• in ton and
t.hq eaicl t.be bircl• are aUll on the prairie a• t.bq are 8\111 dr.r. We need J110re
rain, Orer night at PakahatcbM.
Date........ '1vnt. ....~, ....l~l.................................................
lien~ to BYerglades tor pe 17 6/io &ii, ecraper, iftd
caulkng.
Tonight I went up Patakatchee RiYer again to ... it UV bircle were rooat.ing.
Did not pt &DT further than t.he laet ti.JM, Scme bird• f i • tlfer heading t•ard Fa.bk&
Union RiYer.
Will cheok t.hat later own. Returned to Pakahatchee and stqed OYernight..
l q and clOllll a•

tar ae Santina Bq.

Date .........c1.~....3..1.....19.4i...............................................

Returned tfo tglides

ana

ran

don

'Eo

DUCk Rock to ... ilOii

•JV' birds were coming 1n don there.
10,000 Whit.e Ibia ueing Duck Rook and about.
31 000 uing the •inland north ot Duok Rook. Look• like a good ahas tor t.be tours.
St&.7•d OYer night at Duk llook.

Date.......... '1~....~b ....l9'.l .............................................. Jleturned to

lgladee and went
out to Pakahatchee bq again. St.ill no birds uing :n
iJlnacl•• Saw 1 Swallos tailed Kite neat. at Bell• Gate
&J.10 ~ Lit.ti.. Green Heron nen at, t.he en~rence ot
PakahatcbM Bq. Stqed OY•rni&ht at F&g.batchee.

2M· 3 · H·CP
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Date.............~~ .... 5..1.....i.9'l...........................................

Went to ITergladea tor gae 34 2/10. Returned to
Fakabatohee Bq.
llo birds using islands, but quite a tn more are tl.T1ng OYer headed
into the Park. I checked with the weather station in Egl.ade1 on the rain tall fl'ca
Jan. to June 1960, total rain tall in &Na 20.62 1nche1. iaint&ll tr• Jan. t w1111
tilth ot June 1961 • • 10.94 incbe•• The weather 1tatJ.011 upect.1 about 3 110N inobee
of rain J in June. Th18' giYea ua leas than 9.68 inchee ot rain tbie 7ear. Thie i• rq
rea1on tor the bird• being late. Tied up at Fakahatchee bay tor the night.
Date............ ~mw.... 6..,....196.1........................................... Went to Egladea tor auppliea. Made trip through the
islands again trcn Fakahatobee Bq to Fabk& Union Bq to Santina Bq to Four Brother•
Xq and be.ck up West Paa a to Fakahatchee ~. Ho birds rooeting on ialand.•.
Tied up at Fakahatehee tor the night.

V

Date............ ~m-.....7., ....l .99.1............................................
Went to !glade•. Returned to FakahatohM and et.ill
no bi.rel• ccaing in. Stqed OYernight at Falrahatcbee.

Date.........~.~....~. 1.....l.§i..................... ..........................

Went to EgI&d8s caught bua

tO Mliii, SGjed

OYernight in Kiami.

Date.........Y.:~ ...9.,, ....l..9(..1...............................................

Returned to Eglade• aiid to Fabb&toli8e. &re ••••
to be a tn more birds in bay area aoatl.7 Common Egret.a, Snow;r Egret.a and L. Heron.
Few cormorant• and B. Pelicans in area. Ho bird• using ial.anda. Tied up at Fakaba'9hee
ba.7 tor the nl&ht.

Date.........~W....10.-.......~...~~~.~....~.9....~~··· Getting read;r to go out again t& bO&t 6r&kea don..
Rm batteriee aleo t.171.ng to get started. Cannot get bf.tteries charged till tmorros.
Ho one either to work on boat till to.>rrow. So re•ined in Eglades O'f'ernigh\.

Date...........Jmw.... ll..,. ....19.9.l.......................................... Took

Bat teriea to Gas •
on
Kan coming to fix boat.
Can't do 8JlY' thing till I get the batteries back. Got the
'bOit Nf&l.red about 6:30 PK. To late to go out, resined in
Egladea OYernight.
be charged will be read;r at. 5 PM.
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Date............,:J:mt.....l.5..a ....l.99..1......................................... In

bill•.

Egladee.

Caught bus to

JiLUll to take

Stqed OYernight in M.iaJd..

or eome

Date............J.w. ...13.. ....19.41.........................................

Returned to Egladee. lent out to Fakabat.cbee Bq. There
are about 200 bird.a roosting in thl t.reee on the north side ot t.be .bq, but none are uing
the ialand.s. We still need rain. It ha•~ rained in the area na11 for a week and. t r .
the look• ot thing• there want be u;r tor another week.
Tied up at Fakabat.ohee tor the

nich"'·
Date............... J.W....1".1.... l~l .....................................

Returned to lgl.adee.
Boat brOb dcwn aga1i tfhi riirtif
aoter something wrong with it. !fo one to work on it. !ud<IT Daniele told • what to do
after I explained to h1a what I thought wa1 wrong. Bot knowing what I • • doing I did
what he said to do and after awhile I auet
.tiDd it as 1\ works. For hos ltng 1a
&IJ.Tonee P••·
St&;red ot"ernight in Eglad9e.

ha••

Date............!~ ....l.5..a....194.l.........................................

Went out to P&bh&\cbee 6ii. lnehoNil bi tllie \hrie iiliiide
at the tar end ot the bq north ot the tieh houe. 6 Amr. Bgret• oro•eing bq cleoiCS.d t.o
atop at the emalleat. iel.&nd 1a the group the one were t.he aoet da-.p • • oaued b;r hvrica..
Donna. So nos I have 6 bird• roosting, mqbe other bird• will •top llCJlf that \hq will eee
the Egret• there. No other birds roosted here tonight. Tied up at F&kahatchee b&;r tor
the night.

n;:···};~.1~.\~~~i:. . .· a~·tvn.!e;; ::t!~::.~ot r:~i ~i41::.:::e::;.!:rt°r!!t;..iC:hePiOi
N119 id.e ae la.to nigh\. il.90 1 Gt. Blue· and a 12 L. HerGD. Things are looking better
n•.
Mqbe •cme Ibis w1ll atop n••
lo boats in area. Weather tair, hot., and clear

with wind• troa the

s. w.

at S to 10 JIPH,

Tied up at Fakahat.ohee bq.

Date .........~~ ....17.•....l..941...........................................

Went to Eglad••· RetlU'Md to Fakabatchee. Made rounds
of the three islands and on the tar side ot one I fould two Little Green Heron neat. One
L. G. Heron•• by one ot the neat.. Birds •till the 8&1111 aa last night alao the weather.
Still about 200 birde ma roosting 1n tree• on north side ot the bq.
tied up at
Pakahatchee 1-7 tor t'9 night.

Date ......... ~:~!.... i~.J .... !9.4.~..........................................

Went to Eglades.
More birds
tonight. · 10 Aller. Egrets, 2.3 Sn0117 Egrets, 2 Coraorante,
and )'l_L_._ Her2111 plus the one little G. Heron. About. 150
J.Dia new ewer but did not stop.
No boats in area. Weathe
still the AM ~hotter. At Fakabatche• overnight.
2M·3 -1111-CP
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lme,

011

nan.,

Date............. ~-.......l9.J.... ~9.?>.):.......................................

Went to Everglidee for Flex atone, I lb.
4
batteries, and gae 13 gal. Went dOllD to Duck Reck to •et Charlie and Paul who are
bring the .1.bie traa TaYernier to ETergladea tor the S~r toura.
Charlie wants to
look O'f'er the snags that are in the water near Duck Rock. Returned to EYergladee
with Paul and <.iharlie. Stqed OYernight in Evergladee.

Date................ ~.~.... ?.9..1. ...±9.~~....................................

Charlie, Paul and I went to Duck rock to remove snags
that are in the WB.7• Worked at Duck Rock all dq. Returned to Everglade• got gas 19
5/10 gal and 2 tt. copper tW>ing.

Date.............~~ .... ~~....l9~i........................................

taught bua to M3ami.

ID iiliili OYermght.

Returned to Everglades aild went OU) to Fikih&tlchii.
Well
re birds c
in 'rt Amer E
00 L Heron lu
S.O White .Lbie. Two ellcans are rat
hell with the lbi and t1nall7 chased tbea ott.
»licans buastbe J.b •
a
r
land and nuah thea then •hen the Ibis land again
the pelicans buss thea again. FinallT ch&ai.ng thea awq.
.No boats in area during tlite.
Weather ta1r and clndT with wincls trca the s. W. at 5 to 8 MPH.
Tied up at Fakabatcbee
tor the night.
Date..............~.~.....~~.J.....~9.~.~....... ..... .............. .............
went to Eglidee. Returned to PmMtenee.
The birds are still the s&M aa last night with the exception ot the bite Ibia •
._.............:W
::.:...
• ~Ib
~i:!'.s_in
::::!!c::!r:..:ea
=se~d~b!.l...-.::2£.1--!b:.:u~t~a~a~in
~~t~
he~tw
=.:o:-e:::::::l=i~c::a=n~s. . .c:;:h:=!l:=::-:w
a
:=~t==hem
:::;::;-=o=f-=:t::--'a~= ·
They o not seem to bother the other birds but sure raising hell with the Ibis.
Sure would like to get rid of them.
Bo boats in area during night. Weather fair
and cloudT winds from the s. W. 8 to 10 MPH.
Tied up at .Fakahatchee tor the night.

Date.............J.m ie.... 22 . ...1991.......................................

Date..................J..'QD9.....24.,.... l.9§.l..................................

birds tonight.
Amer. K ts
The two pelicans didn
show up
preeent but a copple ot equalle
Ho boats in area during night.

Went to Egiidea. Returned tlo F&kihi'.tchA. kbri
85 SnOW)" Egrets 125 L. Heron and 150 White lbie.
to gh
chase
ia off.
ea
a
a
in the area, winds trom the East at 8 to 12 llPH.
Tied up at Fak&b&tchee tor the night.

Date ...............cJ.~~ ....~.~J..... ~.~~.................................

Went to lglidee then Wint d&&
to Duck Rock. 2 000 White Ibis na11 coming in.
It rained
all evening with win s rom the s. E. at
o 15 MPH. lo
boa ta in area during fiight.
Tied up at Duck Rock for the
night.
2M·3·!5S·CP
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Date.............!!~ . . ~.1. ....~.~~~...... ... . . . .........................

Went tc Egl.&de•. Returned to Fakahatehee and t: e birds
are etil
nm t:tat •• are getting
rain in the area.
are nm ua~
i•
north ot t
i•h house an
ea
• Birde that came in
were 5 Ihite Ibia, 6o Amer. Egrets 100 Sn
E te 200 L. Heron 5 Cornorants and the
2 Pelicans are aro
the pelicans cbaeed ott about SO Ibis. Ho boats in
•
eat er o
with aq
a ! r • the s. w. 10 o
• Tied up at F&kabatchee
tor the night.
Date............ ~'1.Tlf..... 2.71.....19.61................................... ..... Went to Egladee tor gas U 9/10 gal and 13 qta of oil.
Changed oil in Ibi•. Returned to F&kahatchee.
No change in number of birds coming in.
No bCle.ta in area. Weather Cloud.J and rain all nening and winds .trca the s. W. at 3 to 4 JIPH.
Tied up at F&kabatchee tor the night.

Date............~:gn~ ....:?.$.,, . . l9~l ..................... ..................

OYernight in Miami.

11.°"

Went to Egladea.

Caught bue to Miami and etayed

Date............~~....~.1 ....l99l. ........................................

did not go out.
Egladea.

Tryilag

Returned to Egl.adea.
Having trouble with Egret.
to repair Egret.
Batteries also dead.
Tied up OYernight in

Date ............... ~.
... 1.,.... 19.9.1........................................
D Went to Eglades tor gas 47 gal, 6 batteries, roll tape,
and caulking compound.
Cabin leaks a little trca last night• rain.
Birds that came into
night were the same ae last night with the exception ot the ,Ibie 300 nm.
Ibia n~ wsing
the island east ot Fakahatchee.
o boats in area. Weahter aq
w h rain ott and OD
om he N. w. 8 to 10 MPH.
Tied up at Fakahatchee,for the night..
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... .... . .... .. .. . . . . . . . Went to Egl&dee.
Gasecl boat. 14 4/10 gal.
Went down to Duck Rock with Paul and C~ll.e to help _clear nag• around Duck Rock.
Returned to Egladee. Went OYer to M~ami with Paul and Charlie. Stqed OYernight
in Miud..

Date............... ~~ ...3. 1.....+.9fa.~

Date...............!~. . ~~.~. . . ~~~...................... ............ In

up oil Mal

tor Egret..

Mi••' • Stqing OYer in M1ui t.ill t.orra11 to pick
Stqed . overniaht in Miami.

Ro tour schedUled tor tonight.

Date...........~.W.....6..1.....l.9§1............................................. Went

to Eglades.

Took Egret up to wq• to baTe it hauled. •

Worked on boat all dq, painting .and tixi.Jlg deck.

.. Stayed OYernight in Eglad••.

Date....... ~~ ...7J ....l.~.l..................................................

•terial and 2 hose cl.ups.

Egret still on 1'&7•• Went to Riggs ?or & qte. oil, gaekei
Stqed OYernight in Egla.4••·

Date........~.~ ....~.1 ... J<J.4.~............ ..... ...............................

28 5/10 gal.

Got

mgret ott

Went to Duck Rock witb tour.

1f&7•,

peed boats tor tour thia atternoon.
stared overnight in Everglade a.
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ea er ?air
Tied up at Fakabatche• tor the night.
Date.........~.~....~1. ....:J::~~

. . . .. . ........... . .. . .............. Went to Egladee tor gaa 'Z7 5/10 gal and one gae can.
Returned to Fakaha.tchee.
Birds that came in were the same as laet night. 1 S nb
w OV'er also 2 Least terns.
No bc:atsin area during fiight. Weather lair and
clear winds rca the N. W. at 8 to 10 MPH.
Tied up at Fakaba:t.chee tor the night.

Date........ ~v.11:...1.2-. ....196..1............................................

Went to Eglades. to clean boats tor tour.
to Miami Sta7ed overnightin Miami.

Caught bus

Date............~.W.....l..3.., ....l9.9.l........................................

Returned to Eglades and Fakabatchee.
Birds that came in
were 460 White .lbie, '215 Lt. Blue Heron, 250 SnOllJ Egrets, 75 Amer E ta
• Bl•
eron
• Pe
oran s. Sq
l>e een • an
e eaat ot Fakahate • al.and
so no count l'1t' it, but I should
it would be about the aam as Juq 10th, mybe alittle
more.
No boats in area . that I could see. Weather rain and squall.a,
fran the ~. B.
and Morth between 20 25 MPH, during equalle.
Tied up at FakahatcbM tor the night.

•ind•

Date............~~....i.4-1.....+.9..~l.......................................

Went to Egladee tor gae Zl 5/10 i&i.
Returned to
in birds t.oni ht.
Wor ot to cheek bird• on
llllX iele east of F hatche
No boats in area during flight.
Weather a with
a coup e o squalls in area, winds from the East at 8 to 10 MPH.
Tied up at Fakaha~bee
tor the night.

Fakabatebee.

lo noticable c

Date ........... !.~ ... ~.~.1. ....~9.§.-~........................................

Rock with tour.

Went to Egladea to get readT for the tov.
Returned to Egladee.
Sta,-ed OTernight in Egladee.

Date ............ J.~....16.,. ...1.961......... ....................... ......

thunderstorm. 1n area.

Stqed in Eglade•.
Bad
Stqed overnight in Egladee.

Went to Duck

Each warden sign or initial here:

· · · · ~ · g._·· -a---2M·3·lSll·CP
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Date.............. ~.W.....U..1.....l.9.4l............. ..........................

Went to Eglaclea.
Did not go out tonight weather V•rf'
Stqed overnight in l&glades.

Date............A~....i.9..1.... ~9.§.~............................. .........
Vi&wi.

In Eglades.

Date..............hl.1:....~.......1941......................................

Returned to Eglade• got 2 Bug bmba and can atOYe .t.i.
Round Key up through West. Pasa.
The
to 100

bad.

Squalls with high winds.

Went out to Fakahatchee bJ' ....,- ot
White Ibis us
a ama.U in ss
were
' White lbia
5 Sn
J:
S B. Pelicans S Cormorants.
I
in area.
Weather tair and clear
Fakahatchee .tor the
t.

Caught bus to

i!&al.

Stayed overnight

ID

d~a

not. have &JV' name). Birds that came into Fakal*tcbee
. L. Heron, 90 Amer. Egrets l.80 L. Blue Heron,
area u 2
ug
a.
I mil.let tisheran
and winds tr• the •
IPH.
Tied up at

ta

Date.......... ~~...2l,. ....l9.~l..........................................

Went to Eglades tor gaa 22 4 10 gal.. Went up to P,......~
Bq t.o ••• it 81'1' birds were using it to roost. Lot ot birds tM
t e 'banks and
12 Spoonbill tee
on tb
ta. Returned o akabatchee no noticable cbang in the
n
r o birds coming in. 4 aullet tisheran in area during fiight, there till about
midnight.. Weather fair with squalls around area, winds 8 to 10 . . . Stronger during equal.la
Tied up at Fakahatchee tor the night

Date ......... ~~ ....?..?..1 ... 19.4.~..........................................

Went to EglAdes ?or gas 19 2/io g&i.
No 'Eour tonight.
Friend ot lline wer troa Miami eo I went down to Duck Rock.
About
te Ibia
in
lo boa.ts in area during fiight. Returned to Egl&dea at 9 PM. S ed
overnight in Egladee.

Date ........... ~:gly ....2.3..,. ....l9..~l.............. ......... ...................

Went O\lt to Fakahatchee. :=L
Ibis oft again tonight, also tew Egreta.
S
d
d of them as
the
o s • No cowit onight o muc
•
~in area.
Weather fair and clear, no wind and hot.
t.U!~ m> at FakahA.tchAA . .to!! the ni.crht.
.
· · a.
--1use 'iiiliUtiolUil a1ieet "fO"tivoid crowding)

B. Pelicans chas
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~t'· ·CU:~t·~;o!;t~wer.. &00. w~:!tib~s~:~:!=:! ;;t~!:!:!:e1~ !.'!: .!!::,.
SO Litt.le Bl•., 3 B. Pelicans and ' Cormorants. One 'G t. Bl• in area feeding at °" tide~
Two .tiehermn in area during filght.

Weather .tair aM hot, no wind.

for the night.

Tied up at Fakahatobe

·

Date ..................~.~ ...~5.~~..... ~~~...........................

Went to Eglade•

tor gas 3S g&l.

Returned to F&k&ii&tciiee

by W&7 o.t Jlest Pass to. check island a few
ir.d.s were uai{lg., I had & re~rt that it
bJ,..Ji been ehot., }?ut no one ~°"s •ho don• it.,
Still a .tew birds ua1ng it. but t.be most ot
them ha.Ye moYed to another island near b,r. No c~e in the number ot birds using
the i.flancl ~ Fakabatche• bq. Ho boats in area during flight.
Weather tair with
local squalls and winds from the s.
at 4 to 6 KPH, except during squalls.
Tied up

w.

at Fakahatchee tor the night.

Date.................. ~.~.....~.1 .... ~9.~~ . ................................

Caught bus to Miam1.

Went to Eglades to gas boats tor tour '211/io gal,

Stayed OYernight in Jliami.

Date.................. ~.~ ... z.7.J.....i.94.i..................................

ana

Returned to Egt&des
Fakah&'Ecliff. Bird• that cw li\O
roost were 750 White Ibia., 300 SnOllY' Egrets" 355 L. Heron, 100 Amr. Egrets, 150 ~. Blue,
5 B. Pelicans., 7 Corm.9rants, pl.ue 2 Lt. Green Heron.
Gt. Blue Heron ud 2 Least Terns
in area.
No boats in area during fiight.
Weather fair and clear, coupie ol sq
s in
am, winda traa west at 8 to 10 JIPH.
Tied up at FakahatchM tor the nigh\.

Date.................. ~~ ....~.. ....~9~~..................................

Went to Eil&dea ?or gae 19 2/10 gii.
Returned to
F&kabatchM.
No change in number ot birds c
in t.o roost.
No boats in area during
night. Weather Hot as He-, t&ir and no wind.
Tied up at Fakahat.chee tor the night.

s::: !:!f'!~:' '!!0!!/~~o!!•

~titurnea,,~p~~ttte·e·;·. ·no. .coUritw~!!t!:!e:a:u!~~ !n

2
Winds about 25 t.o 30 JIPH during squall. Root on bG&t cabin leaks again, 11)!>9nt.
moat ot the tim t?'1'1ng to fix leaks.
Ro other boats in area.
Tied up at Fakahatchee
tor the night.
in area.

2M·ll·S8·CP
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Date........!!..~....3.!1.. . ~%.~.. ... ..................... ...... .... ........ Went to Eglades tor gas 33 7flO gal., 4 qta .oil, l can
s.T. P., 4 batteries, pair Yiee gripe.
Birds that cam into roost were 800 White Ibia,
.300 SnOQ' ::Sgrete, SQQ L. Henn, 175 Amr. 11"9te, 200 Little Blqe Heron, 1 B. Pelican• and
.._.,~=or
;:;,;..;::==-"'t
= ••
I Gt. Blue and 2 Lea.at Terna in area. No boats in area during nig •
Weather tair and clear and wind• trca the s. W. at 4 to 5 MPH.
Tied up at Fakabatche•
tor the night.
Date.......... A.g g\ . .l.-....l94l...................................... Went to Egladee tor gas Zl 8/10 gal.
Returned to Fakahatch
Mo change in mumbera ot birds coming in to roost. No boats in area. Weather fair and cl.Mr
now.
Oiii sqmll wf tli ni'.ili winds 4"0-50 lll>H) almost no rain.
Ho boat• in area. Tied up
at. Fakahatcbee tor the night.

Date..........Aucu.t....2,.....1961......................................

Went to Eglade1, caught bua to Miand..

Stqed OYernight

in ll1am1.

Date.......... A.~....3.1.....l9.l>l.....................................

In Miam1 1 haY
out ot nn. Stqed OYernight in Mi ••1 •

Date............ ..~t.. ...l.t..l ....l9§;L..................................... ..

In

iliaili,

doctor said keep

remalli9d 1D

Miami.

Date....... A~.... 5..,.....i§(;.l .... . ...................................
Swelling alaost down to nOIWI, returned to lgt&dea wltlh
Paul Drummond.
Toni ht I went
Duck Rock to take Mr •. at Mr•• Lee to
e the birds. Mr.
Lee i s President of the Everglade a Chamber of Camerce. Returned to Egl.adea at 9 PK.
7ea overnight in Egladea.

Date......A~........'-.1.....l.9§1..................................... ...

Birds that cw into roost were
Ibia, 550 L. HerC111,
n
Earet.e, 3>0 lmi9r.
,gret.1, 200 Lt. Blue iteroa, 7 B~ PeUcaaa,_ 2 Cormorant•, 2 Lt.
tle GrMn Heron. I e &pJ"97, l leaat Tern, l Gt. Blue iri .
area. Two fishermen in area. (See attacMd)
O'f'er 900

w.

(Use aclditio114l sheet to avoid crowding)

Fakahatohee Bq Report Contd •
...

Ju11' 31st thruAuguat 6th, 1961

_

August 6, 1961 Contd.

Weather fair and equalle, winds S to 10 llPH, etronger during aqmll.
9.00 White Ibia accounted fer on the five isl.ands whieh they h&Te been using.
Toiii t aome birds are using another isl&ndwhioh ia partl7 hidden b,T another
iiland troa where I a.a tied up.
Will bav• to tie 11.p at another epot to get
full cOTerage ot the new island being uaed.
ear l would 88:f that 70%
of the bird• are bird• in their first and ..cond year 1 and 30:Cttilrcfyear 'bird.a

"ind adults.

.
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Date..........4~~~ ....$.......194.l............ ....... ....................

nmber ot birds c

om the

s.

Went to Egladea tor etOTe &1 and 20 g&l gas.
o cha
2 Mullet tiahermn in area duringfiight. Weather fair and
E at 8 to 10 MPH.
Tied up at Fakabatchee For the nftht•
•

Date..........~.~~ ... 9.,.,,,.~9.§.~.......................................

Went to Egladea caught bua

to lilUl. . S£8ied

In a

OYenaght

in Miami.

Returned to 1giaa•• ana Fak&h&tcble. Still no ch&Di• 1D
number o! birds coming in. l
W
0 L Heron 325 Sn0111' Egrets, 200 Lt.. Blue,
215 Amer. Egrets, 13 Cormorant.a 3 B.Pellcane
I Gt .. Blu. in area.
oa
area
ur
ght. Wea er aqUalla and winds !rm the west. at 10 to 12 MPH. Tied up at
Fakabatchee for the night..

Date........... .~~ ... ~<>.. .....~~~...................................

Date..........4.~.~ ...U. 1.....i.941.. ..... ............................

Went to EgI&ietor tUe1. 17 gal..
TODlgh\ there was a
mmll increase in w. Ibis 1
other birds were
L.He
Egrets, 200 Lt..
Bl• 210 Amer.
ts
ormorants.
l Gt.
2
•
Least terns
a
No boatsin area during
g • Weather fair with a couple ot equal.la
in area, winds trom the s. W. at 7 to 8 KPH.
Tied up at Fakahatchee tor the night..

Date .......... A~.~....~.?......~94.~...................... ............

with Tour.

Went to Egtades. Tour iilg&tf. went dam to Duck ROCI
Returned to Egl.adee at 8;30 and remained overnight. in Egladea.

No boat• in area.

Wea

er

Tied up at Fakahatchee tor the
2M·3·!58· CP
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Date.........lugu.t ... 14......196.1......................................

Went to Egladea tor gaa 28 8/10 gal. Went up to Marco on
back ued the inside route and there were ent of birdabout. but in
sail groups. Saw abou 2.000 W
Ibi•
ron
Sn
E eta. These bird.a
were in -.11 groups ot 25 to 100 scattered .troa Ma.rco to Fakahatchee ·bq.
do not
th
that
ot these birds are usi the roost at F&kahatchee. The bird• at
&kah&tchee at
. ume ae on the 11th.
No boa.ta in area.
Tied up at Fakahatchee
tor the night.
Date........~.~~ ... ~~.. .....~~!...................................... Went to Egladee tor gas 58 5/io ga!, 1 nfioh and 4 cllpa.
Birds that cue into roost were ~
White Ibis 600 L Heron .350 SnOWT Egrets, 225 " ·
Amer. Egreta 9 B. Pelicans 12 Col'lllOranta. _ Oa r
area.
o beat.a
in area dur
ight. Weather tair with squalls and windetrc:a the s. w. at 10 to 12
JIPH, higher during equalla. Tied up at Fakahatchee tor the night.

the outside, c

•iami,

stayedovernlght.

Date.........luguet. ... 17,.. . 196..l......................................

In

Date........ Augu.at.... 18.,.... 1961....................................

Returned to EglJldes , but did not go out to hk&h&tciiee
No boats went out.
Stayed OYernight in Eglades.

as there was a bad etorm. in area.

P..!9.. . . .A~.¥.. . ~9.., . . ~?.§.~...........

Date.........

Rock.

2M-3-15ll· CP

Went to Egladee tor gaa .30 gal.
Returned to Eiladea and remained in Eglade• OYernight.

(use additional sheet to avow crowding)
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. . . . . :~.................................. Departei Tavernier, .l''la• en beat Egret ter EYergla•ea
City, l''la.
ene etep !or gas at Flu1~e; 10 9/10 gal, ice &nA e.U..
Depi.rte• tor Eglaie• arriving at 5:30 PK.
Caught Hu• te Mb•'·

Date........... ~.~....~~1... J~

Ma••

Date...........~~. ....~J.~ ....196..i................................. ......~

Returne• t

•111•'·

Caught Hua tr

Date...........~~.....?4..a ....~.?......................... ................... ~.

Date.................................................................................................. .

Date.................................................................................................. .

Date ...................................................................................................

Date.................................................................................................. .

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Ji.iall1 to Tavernier to pick up oar.
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Date......!l.\'ID.t.....ZS.., . ..~.~-·-·························· .. ·····~··············

Evergl.Ues Uit7.

•iui.

In Miami getting thing• reaq to take wer to
Stayec overnight in

Date.........~.'QJ.?....... ~.1 .... 9.~....... . ........ '.':". . . ...................... .

Departec for Eglacee.

First night at Fakahatchee

4,000 bi.Na coming in using 3 islanis at west en4i e>t ba7 anc 2 islams at east entl ot
bq.
21 500 White Ibis, 1,000 L. Heron, 50 Amer. Egrets, 25<>"Sn""7 Egrets, 100 Little
Blue, SO Con10rants, .ana 20 Brown Pelicans.
Hea~ ., fl1'w&7 is troa the North with a tn
.trGJ11 the .Northwest. Weather fair "ntl clear.
Tiec up at Fakahatchee tor the night.

Date......~~.......~.•.....~.?. .... . ............~.................................

No boats in area curing flight.

Went to Eglaces.
mullet fishing on north sice of ba7 during .tlight.
Tietl up at Fakahatchee for the night.

No change in birie t91light.
1 boat
couple of squalls in area alee.

Date.........~:lm~L..~.~.. ... f>.~ ........ ......~.................................

I forgot to bring over.

Went to Egl.ad:es ani then to M:iaml t6 get some things
Staye4 overnight in •iaai.

. . ~.t. ....§.~.............. . ..~............................. Returnetl to Egidea. Still no change in number o.t biru
coming in except 4 spoonbill came in.
2 eeprq in area.
No bcate in area «luring
light.
Weather clou.17 with squalls, also the cabin on the boat leaka. Tiec up at
Fakahatchee tor the night.

Date...... A~

Date.........~.W.....3Q.,....4? ..................... ~.........................

Ran into Miaa1 t., get ca1ikllii compountl &Di a leather cup
for the bilge pump. Returne4 to Fakahatchee an41 Eglaua •
No change in number of
Ibis coming in, but there was an increase in the number of Amer Egrets coming in 92.
The rair17 eeason is now on it rains almost eTerf ca7 nOll.
Got so• of \he leaks et pped.
but there a.re a couple that I cannet locate.
Tietl up at Fakahatchee tor the night.

Date........... A.~ ...l.......6-.?.................. ....~................ .......

Went to Egi&dee.
'No ch&nge
No boe.tein area during fiight.
Weather r&..LU.11..1J11111
and cloud;r. Tied up at Fakab&tchee for the night.
in birie.

2M·3·1111·CP
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INCLUSIVE DATES....~W....2....thn. ..J.~...6.., ....19§.2............_
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

?.§. . ~.'-- . .~~ . ... . . . . . . . . . . . ~.. . . . . . . . .

Date............

Went to .Miami to scho l

•

Stayed overnight im

Mi•wrl •

Di~~-~;e~·~·~6·56...W'tii£e. ··f bfs, l~~~:•H!;!~~g;s~=. '=!~~;; sn!!,re~~!, c~ into

ate....

Little Blue Herons, 80 Cormorants, and. 'J:1 Hrown Pelicans. Total bi.Me 4 1 224.
Ho
boats in area during night. Weather tair. with squalls ancl winds about 25 MPH during
squalls.
Bir•s coming in on North and. Northwest flyways.
Tied up at Fakahatchee
tor the night.
Date..........~~ ...!:h .... ~.?............................. ~....................

Went into Egla•es.
No count tonight to JD&D,T birds in
area, tishnmi all over the area.
Weather .tair and clear except tor a couple of late
sq'U&lla.
Tied up at Fakahatchee tor the night.

Date.......... ~.~ ...?i. . .~.?. .............................~....................

Went to Eglades.
Did not go out tonight as having
trouble with the motor on Egret.
Starter moter .is giving trouble hope to get it
repaired. this 07.
Sta7ed overnight in Egla.dea.

4

Date..........~~....

In Eglatles.
Still di.llB not ge t starter motor fixed
1.....~~ .............................~.....................
but can operate Egret b7 tiaconecting wiree. Went for gas 32 7/10, tape, &ml 25tt
wire. Went outto Fakahatchee no change in number of bir•s coming in.
No boats in
area during fiight..
Weather cloucq and raining, boat still leaks.
Tied up at
Fakahatchee for the night.

Date .............~~...7..... J~g .........................~.....................

Went to Egladea and worked. on motor.
It runs but still
have to •iwconect one of the wire a.
Went out to Fakabatchee bi.Ms that cue ill
were 21 200 White Ibis, the rest of the birds juat about the eaa. Lost 450 Ibis
also bires at Duck Rock are about only" .30,000 which is way below normal.
The o~
thing I can think of is the tood shortage clue to the drought &M the b!Ns are going
else where.
Tie41. up at Fakahatchee tor the night.
No boatsin area during night.

Date ............. ~ul..1.': ...$. . ....9..~......................~........................ Went

to Eg1a4es.
Lots ot boat
went out. 5 boats in area cluring flight n noticable
change in the number or biras coming in. Weather .tair
Mih~!ear, no wine.
Tied up at 1''akahatchee for the
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NOTE:

9... ~~. . ~~. . ~.~I.....!.~~-·······

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date......... A~ ...9.1.....~.?................... ....... ... .....".'.':. . ............

Stayed. overnight in Miami.

Went to Egl&des and then to

ida:ID!.

Date...........~W....l.9..1 .... ~.?..............................".'.':................

I

Returned to Eglades and t'akahatchee.
Birds that ca.me fn
were 2,205 White Ibis, 1,000 L. Heron, 104 Aller. Egrets, 250 Sn0W7 Egreta, llO Little
Blue Herons, SO Cormorants and 71 .t:Sr01'n Pelicans. Total birds 3,776. One (l) fishman
in area during flight.
Weather cloud:f with squalls.
~ied up at ..l"a.kahatchee tor the
night.

Date...........~.W.....ll., . ..9..~.... ....................... ~................

Went to Eglad•••
Returned to .l''a1cahatche• no change in
number ot birds coming in.
2 fishing boats in area on east end ot b&T·
eather
clear with squalls.
Tied up at Fa1cahatchee for the night.

Date...........~~....l..?..1....~.?............................. ~................

rained all evening.

Went to Eglade• ?orgae 30 6/io g&l.
Bai storm i i area
Did not go out to Fakah&tchee, stayed overnightin Eglades.

Date........... ~.~ ... !~.i.J:?. .............. .............::......... .......

Went to P&k&b&tchee.
No cb&nge iD n\iibir of blria
that came in.
Mo boats in area auring flight.
Weather part~ clowl1' with sOlllll
rain.
lied up at Fakahatehee for the night.

Da e .............. Y..W.:...l.4.i. ...l.9.~.?. ......... ......... ~ ............... Went

to Egladee &li4l returned to Fak&h&tch••.
m:ra:s th&t
came into roost were l,900White Ibis the other bir4ls are just about the aame as
the 10th.
!fo boats in area auring night.
Weather !air and clear.
Tied up at
Fakahatchee for the night.

Date................~.µg: ...l .5..1. J>.?. ........................~...............

ent to Egladew.

lio ch&iige

in number ot bi.Na coming to roost.2 boat• in area auring

night. Weather fair and clear.
tor the night.
2M·3·!15·CP
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